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	 Ploidy	and	size	phenomena	have	been	correlated	across	several	biological	scales,	from	
subcellular	to	organismal.	Whole-genome	multiplication	increases	ploidy	in	whole	plants	and	is	broadly	
associated	with	increases	in	cell	and	organism	size.	Endoreduplication,	which	increases	ploidy	in	
individual	cells,	is	strongly	correlated	with	increased	cell	size	and	nuclear	volume.	We	use	the	
Arabidopsis	sepal	as	a	model	to	study	these	phenomena.		
In	my	first	study,	I	investigated	scaling	relationships	between	ploidy	and	size	by	simultaneously	
quantifying	nuclear	size,	cell	size,	and	organ	size	in	sepals	in	an	isogenic	series	of	diploid,	tetraploid,	and	
octoploid	plants.	We	found	that	pavement	cell	size	increases	linearly	with	ploidy	across	this	series,	but	
organ	area	increases	more	modestly	due	to	a	compensatory	decrease	in	cell	number.	Cellular	growth	
rates	are	similar	at	all	ploidy	levels. Likewise,	transcriptome	size	increases	with	ploidy,	and	while	most	
genes	retain	their	proportional	expression	pattern,	expression	of	cell	wall-associated	genes	increases	
disproportionately	with	ploidy.	We	observed	that	cell	size	and	nuclear	size	are	maintained	at	a	constant	
ratio;	the	value	of	this	constant	is	similar	in	diploid	and	tetraploid	plants,	and	slightly	lower	in	octoploid	
plants.	However,	cell	size	is	maintained	when	nuclear	size	is	reduced	in	the	crwn1	mutant,	indicating	
that	cell	size	scales	to	ploidy	rather	than	nuclear	size.	These	results	shed	light	on	how	size	is	regulated	in	
plants	and	how	cells	and	organisms	of	differing	sizes	are	generated	by	ploidy	change.		
	 In	my	second	study,	I	imaged	promoter	and	protein	expression	for	the	SIAMESE-like	CDK	
inhibitor	LGO,	which	controls	the	entry	into	endocycles	in	sepal	pavement	cells.	I	found	that	LGO	is	
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broadly	transcribed,	but	that	post-transcriptional	regulation	limits	LGO	protein	to	a	small	number	of	
cells.	This	expression	pattern	is	consistent	with	the	scattered	pattern	of	endopolyploid	cells	observed	in	
mature	sepals.		
	 In	my	third	study,	I	explored	variation	in	sepal	cell	size	patterning	in	a	panel	of	Brassicaceae	
species.	I	found	that	some,	but	not	all,	species	had	an	interspersed	pattern	of	small	and	large	cells	on	
the	sepal’s	abaxial	surface;	sepals	with	homogeneous	cell	size	did	not	modulate	curvature	during	
anthesis.		
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Themes and variations in cell type patterning in the plant
epidermis
Dana Olivia Robinson and Adrienne HK Roeder
It has recently become evident that plant development, like
animal development, has molecular patterning modules that
are reused again and again to create different cell type
patterns. Here we focus on three of these plant modules: (1) the
MYB-bHLH-WD40 protein complex, (2) the transmembrane
calpain protease DEFECTIVE KERNEL1 (DEK1), and (3)
homeodomain leucine zipper (HD-ZIP) class IV transcription
factors acting in concert with SIAMESE-related cyclin-
dependent kinase inhibitors. These three modules initiate the
patterning of multiple cell types in the plant epidermis: the
regular spacing of trichomes (leaf hairs), the stripes of root
hairs, diverse pigmentation patterns in petals, the scattering of
giant cells, and the files of bulliform cells. Varied combinations
of players and additional regulatory inputs partially account for
the diversity of patterns that are generated by reusing the same
molecular mechanisms.
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Introduction
During both plant and animal development, specialized
cell types are formed in complex spatial and temporal
patterns. In animal systems, it is well established that
molecular patterning mechanisms are reused many times
to arrange multiple different cell types. For example, in
Drosophila, Notch-Delta signaling first generates the regu-
lar spacing pattern of sensory bristle precursor cells and
later breaks the symmetry between bristle precursors’
progeny, leading to the specification of shaft, socket, glia,
and neuron cells [1]. Plants evolved multicellularity inde-
pendently from animals [2], and plant genomes lack homo-
logs of most animal patterning genes, including Notch/
Delta, Wingless/Wnt, Hedgehog, SMAD/TGF-b, and
JAC/STAT [3,4]. Although plants’ patterning modules
evolved independently, it is becoming increasingly
evident that both lineages have evolved multifunctional
patterning modules that pattern multiple cell types [5].
In plant biology, patterns are discussed on two scales.
The larger scale describes the arrangement of organs or of
structures in a given organ: phyllotaxy (arrangement of
leaves) and venation are patterns in this sense (for
reviews see [6–8]). A second scale of pattern refers to
the arrangement of cell types within a tissue [9]. The
epidermis, the tissue covering the plant’s outer surface,
provides an ideal system in which to study this type of
pattern. Land plants have a highly multifunctional epi-
dermis, in which discrete cell types function in protection
(trichomes), gas exchange (stomata, which have been
covered extensively elsewhere and will not be discussed
further here; [10,11]), uptake (root hairs), communication
with pollinators (pigmentation), and curvature control
(bulliform cells and giant cells). Each of these cell types
occurs in a characteristic pattern; the mechanisms gen-
erating these patterns have been a subject of intensive
study.
At least three modules are shared in the patterning of
many plant epidermal cell types. The first module is a
transcriptional activator complex consisting of a MYB
family member, a bHLH family member, and a WD40
repeat protein (the MBW complex): MYB and bHLH
proteins are transcriptional regulators, and the WD40
repeat protein is believed to facilitate protein–protein
interactions within the complex [5]. Patterning occurs
through the movement of components between cells,
presumably through the plasmodesmata, channels con-
necting the cytoplasm of adjacent cells. Members of these
three transcription factor families have been shown to
function in the initiation of at least seven epidermal cell
types in Arabidopsis, maize, Antirrhinum, and Petunia [5].
The transmembrane calpain protease DEFECTIVE
KERNEL1 (DEK1) functions in the second patterning
module. It is necessary for patterning multiple cell types
in Arabidopsis and maize. DEK1 is thought to be activated
by a signal received through the transmembrane and loop
domains. The protease is then thought to cleave itself
autocatalytically from the rest of DEK1 protein, and
subsequently to cleave downstream targets [12!!,13–
19]. DEK1 functions with other components including
CRINKLY4 (CR4); how these interact is still unclear,
although feedback loops are likely to be involved [15–19].
Available online at www.sciencedirect.com
ScienceDirect
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A third module, acting downstream of either module 1 or
2, consists of a homeodomain leucine zipper (HD-ZIP)
class IV transcription factor and a cyclin-dependent ki-
nase inhibitor in the plant-specific SIAMESE-related
(SMR) protein family (HD-ZIP IV endoreduplication
module) [20,21]. Class IV HD-ZIP proteins have recently
been shown to inhibit cell proliferation [22]. SMR pro-
teins suppress normal mitotic cell divisions and trigger
entry into endoreduplication. This module leads to the
differentiation of the cell type, generally in concert with
endoreduplication. In Arabidopsis, the HD-ZIP class IV
family contains 16 genes and the SMR family contains six
[20,21].
These modules’ functions are well described in trichomes
and root hairs, two of the first patterning systems studied.
Studies are now revealing that they are also important in
the patterning of other systems, and are also revealing the
importance of diversity in the modules. Here, we will
discuss the parallels and differences among these mod-
ules in established and emerging patterning systems,
which include anthocyanin pigmentation, giant cells,
and bulliform cells.
Canonical patterning systems
Trichomes
In the model species Arabidopsis thaliana, an evenly
distributed pattern of single-celled hairs, called tri-
chomes, forms on the leaf blade. Trichomes are initiated
three cells apart, on average, and almost never directly
neighbor one another [23]. This pattern is believed to be
generated by a lateral inhibition mechanism, somewhat
similar to a Turing-style reaction diffusion network, in
which transcriptional activators and inhibitors diffuse
from cell to cell [9,24–27!]. Trichome cell fate is
initiated by a MYB-bHLH-WD40 complex in which
the R2R3 MYB protein is GLABRA1 (GL1), the bHLH
protein is GLABRA3 (GL3) or its redundant partner
ENHANCER OF GL3 (EGL3), and the WD40 protein
is TRANSPARENT TESTA GLABRA 1 (TTG1)
(Figure 1, Table 1; [9,28,29]). The members of the
GL1–GL3–TTG1 complex are initially expressed at
low levels in all epidermal cells, but are thought to
activate a positive feedback loop in a few initial cells
in which random fluctuations above the average level
occur [24–26,27!,30!]. The GL1–GL3–TTG1 complex
also transcriptionally activates several R3 MYB-encoding
genes: TRIPTYCHON (TRY), CAPRICE (CPC),
ENHANCER OF TRY AND CPC 1 (ETC1), and TRI-
CHOME-LESS (TCL) [26,27!,29,31,32]. The R3 MYBs
bind GL3–TTG1 in competition with GL1, but lack a
transcriptional activation domain, creating an inactive
version of the complex [26,27!,33,34]. TRY and CPC
proteins move out of incipient trichome cells and into
neighboring cells, presumably by diffusing through plas-
modesmata, creating a zone of inhibition surrounding the
localized peak of activation [25,26,29]. The WD40
protein TTG1 also moves between cells, but GL1 and
GL3 are cell-autonomous in the leaf [29,35–37]. TTG1 is
trapped in the trichome nucleus through interaction with
GL3, leading to a depletion of TTG1 in the surrounding
cells, which in turn inhibits surrounding cells from be-
coming trichomes [36,37]. New methods for the statistical
analysis of the trichome distribution will allow more
detailed analysis of trichome patterning in the future
[38,39].
The active GL1–GL3–TTG1 complex initiates trichome
differentiation by directly upregulating the HD-ZIP class
IV gene GLABRA2 (GL2) and the cell cycle gene SIA-
MESE (SIM) — SIM controls endoreduplication, a pro-
cess essential for trichome development (Figure 1,
Table 1; [21,31,32,40–44]). Endoreduplication is required
for the maintenance of trichome identity: some sim mu-
tant cells initiate trichome development, but then revert
back to epidermal pavement cells [44].
Recent evidence suggests that subfunctionalization of
HD-ZIP class IV genes has occurred in trichome differ-
entiation. GL2 is required for trichome differentiation on
the leaf blade, but GL2 and HD-ZIP IV transcription
factor HOMEODOMAIN GLABROUS11 (HDG11)
have redundant roles in trichome formation at the leaf
margins in Arabidopsis [30!].
Root hair patterning
The molecular mechanisms of root hair patterning in
Arabidopsis largely parallel those of trichome patterning,
but generate a very different pattern: striped files of hair
and non-hair cells (Figure 1, Table 1; [45]). Root hair
patterning is initiated by a MBW complex that shares two
members — GL3/EGL3 and TTG1 — with the tri-
chome MBW complex, but includes the R2R3 MYB
WEREWOLF (WER) instead of GL1 [45–48]. This com-
plex directly and indirectly activates the same R3 MYB
inhibitors (e.g. TRY and CPC) as in trichomes, and these
move to neighboring cell files to form inactive complexes
with GL3 and TTG1 [49–53,54!]. Root hair patterning
differs from trichome patterning in two respects. First,
root hairs are patterned based on positional information:
hair cells occur only over a junction between two under-
lying cortex cells, and non-hair cells occur over single
cortex cells [55]. The position-sensing mechanism is still
not entirely clear, but is known to include the receptor-
like kinase SCRAMBLED (SCM), expressed in the
epidermis, and the transcription factor JACKDAW
(JKD), expressed in the underlying cortex layer
[27!,56,57]. SCM inhibits expression of WER in hair cells.
Second, root hair differentiation occurs in cells expressing
the inactive version of the MBW complex. The inactive
R3 MYBs TRY and CPC accumulate in hair cells, where-
as the active R2R3 MYB WER accumulates in non-hair
cells [54!,58]. The active complex upregulates expression
of the HDZIP IV transcription factor GL2 in non-hair
56 Developmental mechanisms, patterning and organogenesis
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cells. GL2 represses RHD6 expression and prevents hair
cell differentiation [58–61]. No SMR protein is currently
known to be involved in root hair patterning, but endor-
eduplication does occur in both root hair and non-hair
cells [62,63]. Taken as a whole, the commonalities be-
tween trichome and root hair patterning suggest that the
MYB-bHLH-WD40 complex has evolved to mediate the
formation of multiple types of pattern.
Novel/emerging patterning systems
Pigmentation
Pigmentation is one of the most striking plant patterns —
flowers’ petals often display sectors, lines, and spots of
color (Figure 2). These patterns serve to attract specific
pollinators and to guide pollinator behavior at the flower
[65!!]. Many studies have investigated pigment biosyn-
thesis (for recent reviews see [64,66]); however, the
mechanisms by which individual cells choose to produce
pigments have been explored only recently. These stud-
ies place the MBW complex as central to pattern estab-
lishment and reveal the importance of diversity in R2R3
MYBs in specifying location. They have also investigated
the formation of complex, multi-cell patterns.
Anthocyanins, the dominant plant pigments, are respon-
sible for most instances of blue, purple, orange, and red
coloration. In most eudicots, anthocyanin biosynthesis is
activated by a three-member MYB-bHLH-WD40 com-
plex (Figure 1, Table 1; [5,65!!,67]). In Arabidopsis,
several players are held in common with the trichome/
root hair-initiating complex. For instance, GL3, TTG1,
CPC, TRY, and ETC1 function in regulating anthocyanin
biosynthesis [5,65!!,68]. Pigmentation patterns are more
diverse than the relatively invariant patterns of trichomes
or root hairs, and the complex members are correspond-
ingly more numerous.
Patterning the plant epidermis Robinson and Roeder 57
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Current Opinion in Genetics & Development
Schematic of plant epidermal patterning modules. The MBW complex is a transcriptional activator complex composed of a MYB family member
(gold-filled circle), a bHLH family member, and a WD-40 repeat protein. Complexes containing an R2R3 MYB are able to initiate transcription;
complexes with an R3 MYB are inactive. The active complex activates expression of R3 MYBs, which move to neighboring cells to create a zone
of inhibition around cells with the active complex. The HD-ZIP IV endoreduplication module includes an HD-ZIP class IV transcription factor and a
member of the SIAMESE related family (SMR), which lead to differentiation and endoreduplication. DEK1 has a less well-understood role in the
patterning of multiple cell types; it is thought to be involved in transmembrane signaling. Colored circles indicate which specific gene family
member has been implicated in the formation of each of five epidermal cell types.
www.sciencedirect.com Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2015, 32:55–65
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Table 1
Patterning modules
Class Gene Process Species Gene number Citation
MBW module
bHLH GL3 (GLABRA 3) Involved in trichome and root hair differentiation,
anthocyanin biosynthesis
Arabidopsis AT5G41315 [5,28,47]
bHLH EGL3 (ENHANCER OF GLABRA3) Involved in trichome and root hair differentiation Arabidopsis AT1G63650 [26,47]
bHLH DEL (DELILA) Regulates anthocyanin pigmentation in corolla tube and petal lobe Antirrhinum M84913 [69!!]
bHLH MUT (MUTABILIS) Regulates anthocyanin pigmentation in petal lobe Antirrhinum [69!!]
WD-40 TTG1 (TRANSPARENT TESTA GLABRA 1) Involved in trichome, root hair, pigmentation differentiation Arabidopsis AT5G24520 [28,46,65!!]
R2R3 MYB GL1 (GLABRA 1) Involved in trichome initiation Arabidopsis AT3G27920 [9,28]
R2R3 MYB WER (WEREWOLF) Negatively regulates root hair cell fate Arabidopsis AT5G14750 [48]
R2R3 MYB VENOSA Regulates anthocyanin pattern ‘venation’ Antirrhinum DQ275531 [69!!]
R2R3 MYB AN2 (ANTHOCYANIN2) Regulates anthocyanin pigmentation in petal limb Petunia AF146702 [70]
R2R3 MYB AN4 (ANTHOCYANIN4) Regulates anthocyanin pigmentation in petal tube and anthers Petunia HQ428104 [70]
R2R3 MYB DPL (DEEP PURPLE) Regulates anthocyanin pattern ‘venation’ Petunia HQ116169 [70]
R2R3 MYB PHZ (PURPLE HAZE) Regulates ‘bud blush’ anthocyanin pigment pattern Petunia HQ116170 [70]
R2R3 MYB PELAN Regulates anthocyanin pigmentation in petal lobe Mimulus KJ011144 [71!!]
R2R3 MYB NEGAN Regulates anthocyanin pigmentation in nectar guide and spots Mimulus KJ011145 [71!!]
R3 MYB TRY (TRIPTYCHON) Represses trichome fate, activates root hair cell fate Arabidopsis AT5G53200 [5,25]
R3 MYB CPC (CAPRICE) Represses trichome fate, activates root hair cell fate, involved in
anthocyanin biosynthesis
Arabidopsis AT2G46410 [5,25,73]
R3 MYB ETC1 (ENHANCER OF TRY AND CPC 1) Represses trichome fate, activates root hair cell fate Arabidopsis AT1G01380 [5,29]
R3 MYB TCL1 (TRICHOMELESS1) Represses trichome fate Arabidopsis AT2G30432 [27!]
R3 MYB MYBX Represses anthocyanin biosynthesis Petunia KF985022.1 [70]
Class Gene Function Species Gene number Citation
DEK1 module
Transmembrane calpain protease DEK1 (DEFECTIVE KERNEL 1) Promotes giant cell formation Arabidopsis AT1G55350 [78!!]
Transmembrane calpain protease DEK1 (DEFECTIVE KERNEL 1) Negatively regulates bulliform cell fate Maize AY061805 [90]
Transmembrane calpain protease ADL1 (ADAXIALIZED LEAF1) Negatively regulates bulliform cell fate Rice OJ1311_H06.4 [91]
Receptor kinase ACR4 (Arabidopsis CRINKLY4) Promotes giant cell formation Arabidopsis AT3G59420 [78!!]
HD-ZIP endoreduplication module
HD-ZIP class IV GL2 (GLABRA 2) Activates trichome fate, suppresses root hair fate Arabidopsis AT1G79840 [42,43]
HD-ZIP class IV HDG11 (HOMEODOMAIN GLABROUS 11) Redundant with GL2 in trichome patterning,
promotes giant cell formation
Arabidopsis AT1G73360 [30!,78!!]
HD-ZIP class IV ANL2 (ANTHOCYANINLESS 2) Involved in anthocyanin accumulation,
root hair patterning
Arabidopsis AT4G00730 [74,75]
HD-ZIP class IV ATML1 (Arabidopsis thaliana MERISTEM LAYER 1) Required for giant cell formation Arabidopsis AT4G21750 [78!!]
HD-ZIP class IV Roc5 (Rice outermost cell-specific gene5) Negatively regulates bulliform cell fate Rice P0657H12.28 [89]
SMR protein SIM (SIAMESE) Promotes entry into endoreduplication Arabidopsis AT5G04470 [40,41]
SMR protein LGO (LOSS OF GIANT CELLS FROM ORGANS) Promotes entry into endoreduplication Arabidopsis AT3G10525 [77]
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Recent studies suggest that most variation in pigment
location and intensity is determined by specific R2R3
MYBs. For example, the R2R3 MYB protein VENOSA
controls a pattern called ‘venation’ in Antirrhinum majus
(the snapdragon): ‘venation’ describes stripes of pigment
overlying veins in the adaxial petal epidermis (Figure 2a).
VENOSA is expressed in a wedge of mesophyll and
epidermal cells on the adaxial side of veins. The associ-
ated bHLH factors (DELILA and MUTABILIS) have
broad epidermal expression, and venation pigmentation
occurs where these domains overlap [69!!]. Another
R2R3 MYB gene, DEEP PURPLE (DPL), has been
shown to control a similar pattern in Petunia [70]. Other
associations between R2R3 MYBs and pigment patterns
are also known in Petunia: PURPLE HAZE (PHZ)
controls bud blush, and AN2 and AN4 control full petal
and anther pigmentation [65!!,70]. In Mimulus (monkey-
flower), the R2R3 MYB gene PELAN controls anthocyanin
Patterning the plant epidermis Robinson and Roeder 59
Figure 2
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Pigmentation patterns in flowers. (a) Venation patterning in snapdragon (Antirrhinum). (b) Spots in Peruvian lily (Alstroemeria). (c) Bull’s-eye in an
aster. (d) Stripes in Phlox. (e) Non-haloed spots in Iris japonica. (f) Anthocyanin spots surrounded by pigment-depleted haloes in an orchid species
(left) and in foxglove (Digitalis purpurea, right). (g) Two theoretical models for the formation of haloed spots: above, the expression of an R3 MYB
inhibitor, and below, the depletion of an activator (WDR, the WD-repeat protein). (e)–(g) are reprinted with permission from [65] (http://www.
publish.csiro.au/paper/FP12195.htm).
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production in the petal lobe, and NEGAN controls nectar
guides and spots [71!!].
Other pigmentation patterns are less well understood, but
are suggestive of intriguing patterning mechanisms.
Multicellular spots of color occur in non-random, irregu-
larly spaced distributions (Figure 2b, e, and f [65!!]). Spot
size and location are consistent among flowers of a given
species. Theoretical models including the substrate de-
pletion model and the reaction-diffusion model have
been invoked to explain the activation of pigment bio-
synthesis in a small area of cells (Figure 2g; [24,65!!,72]).
Additionally, some spots are surrounded by haloes of cells
lacking background pigment (Figure 2f). This may be
explained by a lateral inhibition mechanism analogous to
trichome fate inhibition by the R3 MYB genes
(Figure 2g). Several R3 MYBs, including MYBX in petu-
nia and CPC in Arabidopsis, are known to act as repressors
of anthocyanin biosynthesis (Figure 1, Table 1;
[65!!,70,73]).
The HD-ZIP IV transcription factor ANTHOCYANIN-
LESS2 (ANL2) promotes anthocyanin accumulation in
subepidermal cells in Arabidopsis [74], a second parallel
with trichome and root hair patterning systems (Figure 1,
Table 1). At this point, it is not known how ANL2 relates
to the MYB-bHLH-WD40 complex in regulating antho-
cyanin biosynthesis. Intriguingly, ANL2 also plays a role
in root hair patterning. In anl2 mutants, root epidermal
cells divide abnormally to produce intervening cells,
which distort the pattern of hair and non-hair cells
[74,75], suggesting another link between HD-ZIP class
IV proteins and inhibition of the mitotic cell cycle.
Giant cells
Giant cells are a subtype of pavement cells. Pavement
cells make up the majority of the epidermis, and vary in
size and ploidy: giant cells are the largest and most highly
endoreduplicated of these cells [76,77]. Giant cells are
most conspicuous in the Arabidopsis sepal, in which they
are elongated (about 1/5 the length of the sepal) and bulge
out of the plane of the epidermis (Figure 3a, b, and d).
Whereas their number is fairly consistent (about 14 per
sepal), giant cells show no obvious spatial distribution —
they often occur next to one another, ruling out a tradi-
tional lateral inhibition mechanism like that of trichomes,
60 Developmental mechanisms, patterning and organogenesis
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Giant cells in Arabidopsis thaliana. (a) Position of sepals (s) in an Arabidopsis flower. (b) Scanning electron micrograph of a sepal with giant cells
false-colored in red. (c) Confocal image of an Arabidopsis sepal expressing fluorescent markers. The giant cell enhancer reporter (light blue) marks
giant cell nuclei, which are large and elongated. The small cell marker (green) is ER-localized. The cell wall is stained with propidium iodide (PI;
red). (d–g) Scanning electron micrographs of wild-type and mutant sepals illustrating loss of giant cells in atml1-2, lgo-1, and dek1-4. Scale bars
represent 100 mm.
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and they show no obvious correlation with sub-epidermal
morphology as root hairs do [77,78!!]. Giant cells’ status
as a distinct cell type is supported by the existence of
unique molecular markers for giant and non-giant cells
(Figure 3c; [78!!]).
Although giant cells do not have a regular spatial pattern,
they do share the HDZIP IV-endoreduplication module
with other patterning systems. Giant cell formation
requires Arabidopsis thaliana MERISTEM LAYER1
(ATML1), a HD-Zip Class IV protein, and LOSS OF
GIANT CELLS FROM ORGANS (LGO), a SIAMESE
family CDK inhibitor (Figure 3d–f; [77,78!!]. Like SIM,
LGO promotes entry into endoreduplication [77]. The
decision to become giant could be stochastic — possibly
due to noise in the molecular mechanism specifying endor-
eduplication [77,79]. Such a mechanism is consistent with
the random distribution of giant cells in the sepal. This
implies that a predictable pattern of cell size distribution
could arise due to stochastic cell fate decisions.
Many patterning mechanisms, including trichomes, are
thought to be initiated by stochastic fluctuations in reg-
ulators; feedback loops, including the MBW complex and
intercellular signaling networks, amplify and modify
these differences to create the pattern [24,79,80].
Although there is no evidence for the involvement of
an MBW complex, there is evidence that intercellular
signaling is required for giant cell formation. Both the
transmembrane calpain protease DEK1 and the receptor
kinase Arabidopsis CRINKLY4 (ACR4) promote giant
cell formation (Figure 3g; [78!!]). ATML1, DEK1, and
ACR4 all promote epidermal identity specification before
having a specific role in the formation of giant cells within
the epidermis [15,18,81–84]. There is also recent evi-
dence for an inhibitor of giant cell formation, which might
be trafficked through the endomembrane system. The
sec24a-2 mutant produces ectopic giant cells on sepals and
leaves in Arabidopsis [85!]. SEC24A encodes a COPII coat
protein involved in loading cargo into vesicles for traf-
ficking from the ER to Golgi. The giant cell system
demonstrates that patterning mechanisms can play an
important role even in generating irregular patterns.
Bulliform cells
Monocots (which include rice and maize), a major class of
flowering plant, are morphologically and developmentally
distinct from the eudicots (which include Arabidopsis,
Petunia, and Antirrhinum). The two lineages’ epidermal
patterning differs greatly. Monocot pavement cells occur
in orderly files, in contrast to the jigsaw arrangement of
dicot pavement cells. Specialized cells, like stomata,
occur at regular intervals within single cell files [86].
Monocots also have additional epidermal cell types,
including bulliform cells and phytoliths (amorphous silica
deposits) (Figure 4).
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Bulliform cells. (a, b) Adaxial epidermal peels of Oryza sativa leaves. (a) is wild-type; (b) is a roc5 mutant. Bulliform cells are stained purple. (c, d)
Leaf cross-sections showing an increase in the number of bulliform cells (red brackets) in Roc5 (d) as compared to wild-type (c). Figures a–d are
reproduced with permission from [89, #American Society of Plant Biologists]. (e) Cross-section of a maize leaf showing wild-type bulliform cells
(arrow). (f) Gain of partial bulliform identity in all epidermal cells of a dek1-D mutant. Figures (e) and (f) are adapted with permission from [90]
(http://dev.biologists.org/content/129/22/5217.long).
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Bulliform cells are large, bubble-like cells that occur in
files on the adaxial (upper) leaf surface (Figure 4a, c and
e). They deflate under water stress, allowing the leaf to
roll up and minimize further water loss [87–89]. They
occur between and parallel to adaxial veins, usually in 3–5
parallel files [89]. There is currently no evidence that an
MBW complex is involved in bulliform cell patterning.
However, Zou et al. found that a HD-ZIP class IV
encoding gene, Roc5, negatively regulates bulliform cell
fate in rice (Figure 4a–d; [89]). Additionally, in both
maize and rice, DEK1 and its rice ortholog Adaxialized
leaf 1 (ADL1) regulate bulliform cell fate (Figure 4e,f;
[90,91]). In contrast to giant cell patterning, in the mono-
cot epidermis, the Roc5 and DEK1 repress bulliform cell
formation. However, like giant cells, bulliform cells are
endoreduplicated [78!!,92]. In several plant species,
DEK1 has an important role in coordinating patterning
with cell division regulation [13,78!!,93,94].
Conclusion
Plant epidermal patterning is complex. Three interrelated
patterning modules control multiple cell type patterns
(MBW: trichomes, root hairs, anthocyanin production;
DEK1: giant cells and bulliform cells; HD-ZIP IV-endor-
eduplication: all of the above), and can produce multiple
patterns of a single cell type (e.g. pigmented cells). To
some extent, the patterning mechanisms are distinguished
by the use of different individual members of the same
gene family. However, many specific members are reused
in multiple patterns, which raises the question of how
specificity is achieved. Future studies might also explore
the coordination of all these patterns in a tissue — how do
patterns interact? Pigmentation, for example, is often
correlated with trichomes and other cell types with surface
morphology [65!!]. Live imaging will be essential in estab-
lishing the coordination of patterning factors with the
position and timing of cell differentiation [95].
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Abstract		
	 Ploidy	and	size	phenomena	have	been	correlated	across	several	biological	scales,	from	
subcellular	to	organismal.	Two	kinds	of	ploidy	change	can	affect	plants.	Whole-genome	
multiplication	increases	ploidy	in	whole	plants	and	is	broadly	associated	with	increases	in	cell	
and	organism	size.	Endoreduplication	increases	ploidy	in	individual	cells	and	is	strongly	
correlated	with	increased	cell	size	and	nuclear	volume.	Here,	we	investigate	scaling	
relationships	between	ploidy	and	size	by	simultaneously	quantifying	nuclear	size,	cell	size,	and	
organ	size	in	sepals	from	an	isogenic	series	of	diploid,	tetraploid,	and	octoploid	Arabidopsis	
thaliana	plants,	each	of	which	contains	an	internal	endopolyploidy	series.	We	find	that	
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pavement	cell	size	(as	well	as	transcriptome	size)	increases	linearly	with	whole-organism	ploidy,	
but	organ	area	increases	more	modestly	due	to	a	compensatory	decrease	in	cell	number.	We	
observe	that	cell	size	and	nuclear	size	are	maintained	at	a	constant	ratio;	the	value	of	this	
constant	is	similar	in	diploid	and	tetraploid	plants,	and	slightly	lower	in	octoploid	plants.	
However,	cell	size	is	maintained	in	a	mutant	with	reduced	nuclear	size,	indicating	that	cell	size	is	
scaled	to	cell	ploidy	rather	than	to	nuclear	size.	These	results	shed	light	on	how	size	is	regulated	
in	plants	and	how	cells	and	organisms	of	differing	sizes	are	generated	by	ploidy	change.		
______________________________________________________________________	
	
Introduction	
Ploidy	describes	the	number	of	genome	copies	(C)	contained	in	a	single	nucleus.	A	
diploid	cell’s	nucleus	contains	two	genome	copies	and	is	thus	2C;	when	C	is	greater	than	2	(e.g.	
3C,	4C,	8C),	the	cell	and	nucleus	can	be	described	as	polyploid.	A	change	in	ploidy	directly	
changes	two	parameters:	1.	the	bulk	amount	of	chromatin	in	the	nucleus	and	2.	the	copy	
number	of	each	gene.	The	indirect	effects	of	ploidy	increase	are	numerous	and	include	changes	
in	gene	expression,	nuclear	size,	cell	size,	and	the	size	of	organs	and	organisms	[1-5]	(Fig.	1A).	
The	mechanisms	by	which	ploidy	change	is	translated	into	these	indirect	effects	are	poorly	
understood.	Here,	we	study	the	scaling	relationships	between	ploidy	and	size	at	multiple	levels	
in	a	single	tissue.		
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Figure	1.	Whole-genome	duplication	and	endoreduplication	change	ploidy.		
A.	Proposed	proportional	relationships	among	cell	ploidy,	nuclear	size,	and	cell	size.	Cell	ploidy	is	
strongly	correlated	with	both	nuclear	size	and	cell	size.	Nuclear	size	and	cell	size	are	related	by	a	
historically	described	scaling	relationship,	the	karyoplasmic	ratio	(KR).	The	size	of	an	organ	is	determined	
by	the	size	and	number	of	its	constituent	cells.	B.	The	mitotic	cell	cycle.	Cells	duplicate	the	genome	in	S	
phase,	then	halve	it	in	mitosis.	Entry	into	S	phase	and	M	phase	is	gated	by	checkpoints	(G1/S	and	G2/M).	
Three	mitotic	cell	cycles	generate	eight	diploid	cells.	C.	The	endocycle.	Cells	in	the	endocycle	undergo	S	
phase,	but	omit	mitosis,	retaining	multiple	genome	copies	in	a	single	nucleus.	Three	endocycles	
generate	one	16C	cell.	D.	Whole-genome	multiplication	(WGM).	A	diploid	zygote	(green)	gives	rise	to	a	
plant	with	a	base	ploidy	of	2C	in	all	tissues.	Zygotes	with	ploidy	4C	(blue)	or	8C	(purple)	give	rise	to	
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plants	with	base	ploidy	4C	or	8C	in	all	tissues.	Endoreduplication	occurs	in	developing	tissues,	resulting	
in	an	interspersed	pattern	of	cells	at	and	above	the	base	ploidy	level.		
	
Two	kinds	of	ploidy	change	occur	in	plants	
Two	processes	increase	ploidy	in	plant	cells.	One	of	these,	whole-genome	multiplication	
(WGM;	polyploidy),	increases	ploidy	in	every	cell	in	the	organism	(Fig.	1D)	[6-8].	WGM	events	
are	common	in	angiosperm	evolution	[9,	10]	and	are	often	associated	with	increases	in	plant	
size	and	cell	size	(the	“Gigas”	effect)	and	increased	plant	vigor	[11-13].	In	naturally	occurring	
WGM	lineages,	these	effects	may	also	be	partially	attributable	to	hybridity	(e.g.,	allopolyploidy)	
and	to	evolutionary	processes	affecting	duplicated	genes	and	genomes	[12,	14]:	here,	we	
isolate	the	effects	of	ploidy	change	by	considering	only	newly	formed	autopolyploid	lineages.		
Previous	studies	in	Arabidopsis	have	demonstrated	that	increased	ploidy	increases	cell	
size	and	organ	size	in	the	leaf	[15-18].	In	Col-0,	abaxial	leaf	epidermal	cells	were	shown	to	be	
71%	larger	in	autotetraploid	plants	than	in	the	diploid	[15];	leaf	subepidermal	cells	were	1.76-
fold	larger	in	tetraploids	[16].	Another	study	found	that	autotetraploid	Col-0	cells	were	ca.	1.5-
fold	larger,	but	reduced	in	number	about	1.5-fold	[18].	This	suggests	that	compensation	for	
ploidy-based	size	increase	may	occur:	a	reduction	in	total	cell	number	may	lessen	the	effect	of	
increased	cell	size	change	on	organ	size	[19,	20].	Fewer	studies	have	investigated	size	in	
Arabidopsis	octoploid	lines.	Tsukaya	notes	a	“high	ploidy	syndrome”	in	which	octoploid	body	
sizes	are	smaller	than	diploid	or	tetraploid	despite	increased	cell	size,	and	suggests	that	a	total	
mass	checkpoint	may	induce	compensation	at	high	ploidy	levels	[16,	20].		
Transcription	generally	scales	with	cell	size	[21,	22];	in	Arabidopsis,	this	scaling	has	been	
demonstrated	for	the	gene	FLOWERING	LOCUS	C	(FLC)	[23].	It	is	thus	likely	that	transcriptome	
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size	(transcript	abundance	per	cell)	is	increased	in	newly	formed	Arabidopsis	autopolyploids,	for	
which	cell	size	is	increased	[15,	16,	18,	24,	25],	but	this	has	not	been	measured	to	date.	Aside	
from	mechanisms	to	scale	global	transcriptional	output	to	cell	size,	the	effect	of	autopolyploidy	
on	gene	expression	in	a	number	of	plant	species,	including	Arabidopsis,	tends	to	be	modest	
relative	to	what	is	observed	in	allopolyploids	[26,	27].	Nonetheless,	as	much	as	10%	of	genes	
are	differentially	regulated	in	response	to	autopolyploidy,	e.g.	[18,	28-30].	The	extent	and	
nature	of	this	response	is	genotype-specific		[5],	but	some	recurrent	patterns	have	emerged.	
For	example,	genes	involved	in	hormone	signaling	[4,	5]	and	stress	response	[5,	18,	30,	31]	tend	
to	be	upregulated	in	diverse	autopolyploids.	Many	transcriptional	responses	to	autopolyploidy	
appear	to	represent	adjustments	to	increased	cell	size;	cell	surface	and	cell	wall	proteins	are	
differentially	expressed	in	polyploid	lineages	in	yeast	and	Arabidopsis	[5,	32].	Thus,	
transcriptional	responses	to	WGM	may	reflect	a	cell	size-sensing	mechanism	[32],	and	may	
provide	valuable	insights	into	how	such	size	sensing	is	achieved.		
Endoreduplication,	a	second	mechanism	of	ploidy	change,	occurs	in	individual	cells	
during	differentiation.	It	allows	cells	to	increase	their	ploidy	above	the	organism’s	“base”	ploidy	
level,	sometimes	dramatically.	Endoreduplication	occurs	via	the	endocycle	(Figure	1C),	an	
alternative	to	the	mitotic	cell	cycle	(Figure	1B):	this	cycle	includes	gap	(G)	and	DNA	synthesis	(S)	
phases,	but	omits	mitosis	(M),	causing	multiple	copies	of	the	genome	to	be	retained	in	a	single	
nucleus.	All	diploid	(2C)	cells	replicate	their	DNA	to	4C	during	S	phase	of	the	cell	cycle.	Cells	in	
the	mitotic	cycle	divide	into	two	2C	(diploid)	daughter	cells,	whereas	cells	that	endoreduplicate	
remain	4C	and	may	enter	consecutive	endocycles	to	become	8C,	16C,	32C,	and	so	on	(Figure	
1C).	Endopolyploidy	is	present	in	most	tissues	in	most	angiosperms,	including	Arabidopsis	[33,	
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34].	Endoreduplication	is	strongly	associated	with	increased	cell	size,	particularly	in	epidermal	
systems	[3,	35,	36].	Arabidopsis	sepal	pavement	cells	in	diploid	plants	have	ploidy	between	2C	
and	32C	and	vary	ca.	40-fold	in	length	[37],	(Figure	1D).	Live	imaging	of	Arabidopsis	sepal	
pavement	cells	has	shown	that	endoreduplicating	cells	grow	at	the	same	relative	rate,	on	
average,	as	their	dividing	neighbors	[38];	in	essence,	endoreduplicated	cells	are	larger	because	
they	grow	without	being	halved	by	division	[37].	Endopolyploidy	has	also	been	linked	to	cell	
fate:	nascent	trichomes	in	which	endoreduplication	is	blocked	often	lose	their	identity	[39],	and	
pavement	cells	differ	in	gene	expression	based	on	their	level	of	endopolyploidy	[40,	41].		
The	entry	into	endocycles	is	regulated	by	the	activity	of	Cyclin-dependent	Kinase	
Inhibitors	(CKIs).	The	CKI	LOSS	OF	GIANT	CELLS	FROM	ORGANS	(LGO),	also	called	SIAMESE	
RELATED	1	(SMR1),	is	required	for	endoreduplication	above	8C	in	leaf	and	sepal	pavement	cells.	
Its	most	closely	related	paralog	SIAMESE	(SIM)	is	required	for	endoreduplication	in	Arabidopsis	
trichomes	[37,	42-45].			
	
Distinctions	between	endopolyploidy	and	WGM	ploidy	change	
Endoreduplication	and	whole-genome	multiplication	both	create	polyploid	cells,	but	
these	cells	are	probably	not	identical	in	their	cytology.	Because	WGM	increases	ploidy	in	the	
zygote	and	in	all	descendant	somatic	cells,	WGM	polyploid	cells	must	undergo	mitotic	divisions	
with	extra	genome	copies.	In	contrast,	endoreduplicated	cells	arise	during	terminal	
differentiation	and	seldom	divide	[37,	46].	Because	sister	chromatids	are	not	separated	by	the	
mitotic	spindle,	chromatin	configuration	may	differ	in	these	cells.	In	endoreduplicated	
Drosophila	cells,	sister	chromatids	remain	tightly	synapsed	in	polytene	arrays	[47].	Microscopic	
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observations	of	endoreduplicated	chromosomes	in	plants	have	been	more	limited,	but	full	or	
partial	polyteny	has	been	described	in	suspensor	and	tapetum	cells,	xylem	cells,	and	trichomes	
[46,	48,	49].	Endoreduplicated	plant	chromosomes	have	been	observed	to	be	incompletely	
aligned	or	partially	polytene,	and	the	degree	of	chromatid	synapsis	tends	to	decrease	as	ploidy	
increases	[50-52].	These	differences	in	chromatin	configuration	between	endopolyploid	and	
WGM-polyploid	nuclei	might	affect	nuclear	size,	perhaps	via	chromatin	volume:	nuclei	
generated	by	endopolyploidy	are	slightly	smaller	than	nuclei	of	equivalent	ploidy	generated	by	
WGM	[53].		
Cells	in	WGM	lineages	also	enter	endocycles	(Figure	1D):	many	cells	in	tetraploid	and	
octoploid	sepals	thus	have	ploidy	increased	via	both	WGM	and	endoreduplication.	
	
Relationships	among	nuclear	size,	cell	size,	and	ploidy	
Nuclear	size	can	be	intuitively	linked	to	ploidy:	because	the	nucleus	is	largely	filled	with	
chromatin,	increasing	chromatin	amount	might	increase	nuclear	size.	(However,	note	that	DNA	
density	is	low	in	the	Arabidopsis	nucleus	relative	to	other	species	[54]).	Along	these	lines,	the	
skeletal	or	nucleoskeletal	theory	posits	that	nuclear	size	is	determined	by	chromatin	bulk	
(amount	and	condensation)	and	by	the	amount	of	nuclear	membrane	synthesized	[55].	DNA	
content	might	thus	set	a	minimum	nuclear	size	[56,	57].	In	agreement	with	this	theory,	
organisms	with	larger	genomes	tend	to	have	larger	nuclei	[54,	58,	59],	and	nuclear	size	in	the	
Arabidopsis	endopolyploidy	series	scales	linearly	with	ploidy	[42,	60].	However,	nuclear	size	
may	also	be	genetically	regulated,	and	ploidy	does	not	always	affect	nuclear	volume	in	all	
organisms.	Neumann	and	Nurse	[56]	found	that	a	2C-to-32C	ploidy	change	in	Saccharomyces	
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pombe	did	not	change	either	nuclear	volume	or	cell	area,	indicating	that	ploidy	does	not	
necessarily	have	a	direct	scaling	effect	on	either	parameter.	In	budding	yeast,	nuclear	size	
expands	with	cell	growth	and	does	not	directly	depend	on	DNA	content	[61].	These	studies	
conclude	that,	counter	to	the	nucleoskeletal	theory,	nuclear	size	depends	largely	on	
cytoplasmic	volume	[62].	
	
The	mechanisms	linking	ploidy	to	cell	size	are	more	enigmatic.	Because	ploidy	change	
occurs	in	the	nucleus,	many	theories	that	aim	to	relate	cell	size	to	ploidy	treat	the	nucleus	as	an	
intermediate	step	in	transducing	information.	These	theories	are	bolstered	by	the	observation	
that	nuclear	size	and	cell	size	have	been	observed	to	maintain	a	constant	ratio,	the	
karyoplasmic	(KR)	or	nuclear:cytoplasmic	(N:C)	ratio,	in	many	species	[2,	3,	36,	46,	60,	62-64].	
The	specific	value	of	KR	is	generally	distinct	among	different	cell	types,	but	robust	within	cell	
types.	Given	that	nuclear	volume	generally	scales	with	ploidy	[37,	63],	and	that	nuclear	size	and	
cell	size	maintain	a	constant	ratio,	it	is	tempting	to	hypothesize	that	cell	size	scales	directly	to	
nuclear	size	under	ploidy	change	conditions.	However,	it	is	so	far	unknown	whether	nuclear	size	
directly	affects	cell	size,	or	by	what	mechanism	this	might	occur	[65].	Another	possible	model	is	
that	ploidy	change,	because	it	increases	copy	number	of	all	loci,	also	increases	biosynthesis	and	
thereby	increases	cytoplasmic	volume.	Increased	DNA	content	may	also	increase	ribosome	
biogenesis,	thus	increasing	translational	capacity	[36,	46].	
	
The	sepal	as	a	model	system		
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	 The	Arabidopsis	sepal	has	been	developed	as	a	model	system	for	the	study	of	
endopolyploidy	[37,	40].	The	sepal’s	abaxial	(outward-facing)	surface	has	an	interspersed	
pattern	of	non-endoreduplicated	and	endopolyploid	pavement	cells	(Figure	1D,	left;	Figure	2A,	
WT)	similar	to	that	found	in	the	leaf,	but	sepal	cells	are	boxy	rather	than	jigsaw-shaped	[66].	
Importantly,	the	sepal’s	small	size	makes	it	possible	to	image	the	organ	in	toto.	This	allows	the	
quantification	of	every	cell	composing	the	abaxial	epidermis,	making	possible	the	direct	
correlation	of	cell-level	behaviors	to	organ	size	outcomes.	Sepals	are	also	produced	in	large	
numbers	on	a	single	plant	and	are	consistent	in	their	size	[67],	allowing	for	highly	replicated	
measurements.	Here,	we	use	the	sepal	as	a	model	for	studying	the	interactions	between	ploidy	
and	size.		
______________________________________________________________________	
Results		
Altering	endopolyploidy	affects	cell	size,	but	not	organ	size	
	 We	first	investigated	the	effect	of	endopolyploidy	on	cell	size	and	organ	size.	Wild-type	
Arabidopsis	sepals	have	a	pattern	of	interspersed	small,	medium,	and	large	(giant)	cells	with	
corresponding	ploidy	2C-32C	(Figure	2A,B,	WT)	[37].	The	SIAMESE-related	CDK	inhibitor	LOSS	
OF	GIANT	CELLS	FROM	ORGANS	(LGO)	has	been	shown	to	affect	the	proportion	of	cells	entering	
endocycles:	overexpression	of	LGO	increases	endoreduplication,	and	loss	of	function	reduces	it	
[37,	40,	41].	We	have	previously	shown	that	the	transcription	factor	MERISTEM	LAYER	1	
(ATML1)	affects	the	proportion	of	endoreduplicated	cells	in	a	dosage-dependent	manner;	LGO	
is	genetically	downstream	of	ATML1	[42].	Here,	we	show	that	LGO’s	effect	on	the	entry	into	
endocycles	is	also	dosage-dependent	(Figure	2).	We	generated	plants	with	different	levels	of	
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LGO	expression	(Figure	2A).	Plants	homozygous	for	the	overexpression	construct	ML1::LGO	
(LGO	OX)	had	the	highest	LGO	dosage—two	copies	of	the	overexpression	transgene	and	two	
endogenous	copies	of	LGO.	Plants	heterozygous	for	LGO	OX	had	only	one	copy	of	the	transgene	
and	two	endogenous	copies	of	LGO,	while	WT	had	only	endogenous	LGO	expression.	Plants	
heterozygous	for	the	loss-of-function	allele	lgo-2	had	one	wild-type	copy	of	LGO,	and	plants	
homozygous	for	lgo-2	had	none.	We	also	made	a	double	homozygous	mutant	of	lgo	and	its	
most	closely	related	paralog	siamese	(sim)	(sim-1	lgo-2):	SIM	primarily	controls	
endoreduplication	in	trichomes,	but	has	also	been	shown	to	affect	pavement	cell	
endoreduplication	(Figure	2A,B)	[44,	68].	The	proportion	of	cells	with	ploidy	8C-64C	increased	
predictably	with	LGO	dosage	(Figure	2B).	To	quantify	the	observed	differences	in	cell	size	
(Figure	2A),	we	used	a	custom	MatLab	module	[37,	69]	to	measure	cell	area	for	all	pavement	
cells	on	the	sepal’s	abaxial	surface.	In	sim-1	lgo-2	and	lgo-2,	where	endoreduplication	is	
dramatically	decreased,	average	abaxial	epidermal	cell	sizes	were	smaller	and	the	distribution	
of	sizes	was	relatively	narrow	(Figure	2C,D).	Average	cell	size	increased	with	the	presence	of	
one	(het	lgo-2)	or	two	(WT)	wild-type	copies	of	LGO,	and	increased	dramatically	when	LGO	was	
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ectopically	expressed	(het	LGO	OX,	LGO	OX)	(Figure	2C,D).
	
Figure	2.	Level	of	endopolyploidy	affects	cell	size,	but	does	not	strongly	affect	organ	size.		
A.	Confocal	images	of	mature	abaxial	sepals	in	LGO	dosage	series	(abaxial	surface,	propidium	iodide	
staining	of	cell	walls	(white)):	L-R	sim-1	lgo-2,	lgo-2,	lgo-2/WT	heterozygote,	WT	(Col-0),	LGO	OX/WT	
heterozygote,	LGO	OX.	White	dots	are	stomata.	Upper	scale	bar:	500	μm.	Inset	scale	bar:	100	μm.	B.	
Quantification	of	flow	cytometry	peaks	8C-64C	in	sepal	nuclei	stained	with	PI	(includes	both	epidermal	
and	internal	tissues).	Average	of	2	replicates:	bars	represent	standard	deviation.	C.	Histogram	
representing	pavement	cell	areas	in	segmented	LGO	dosage	series	(n=4	sepals	per	genotype,	17,658	
cells).	D.	Mean	pavement	cell	area	(black	line,	left	axis)	and	average	cell	number	per	segmented	area	
(gray	line,	right	axis).	Bars	represent	standard	error	of	the	mean	(SEM).	E.	Mean	mature	abaxial	sepal	
area	in	LGO	dosage	series	(n=50-60	sepals).	Bars	represent	SEM.	Letters	indicate	significantly	different	
groups	(unpaired	t-test,	p<0.05).	F.	Conceptual	model	for	a	compensation	mechanism	in	
endopolyploidy:	varying	levels	of	endoreduplication	repackage	a	constant	number	of	genome	copies.		
	
Notably,	 this	dramatic	 increase	 in	cell	size	did	not	 increase	the	total	size	of	the	organ.	
Sepal	 size	 was	 fairly	 constant	 across	 the	 LGO	 dosage	 series,	 and	 sepals	 with	 reduced	
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endoreduplication	 and	 smaller	 cells	 (sim-1	 lgo-2,	 lgo-2,	 and	 het	 lgo-2)	 were	 slightly,	 but	
significantly	larger	(Figure	2E).	Because	organ	area	is	the	product	of	cell	area	and	cell	number,	
we	quantified	 the	 total	 number	of	 abaxial	 epidermal	 cells	 in	 sepals	 from	each	genotype.	We	
found	 that	 the	 number	 of	 pavement	 cells	 per	 sepal	 decreased	 dramatically	 as	 LGO	 dosage	
increased:	LGO	OX	sepals	had	about	770	fewer	cells	than	WT,	while	sim-1	lgo-2	had	ca.	270	more	
cells	than	WT	(Figure	2D).	These	opposite	trends	in	cell	size	and	cell	number	generate	relatively	
constant	organ	sizes	across	the	LGO	dosage	series.		
This	 compensatory	effect	 is,	 at	 least	 in	part,	 innate	 to	endoreduplication.	When	a	cell	
divides	mitotically,	 it	 gives	 rise	 to	 two	daughter	 cells	 that	 are	usually	of	 approximately	equal	
(small)	size	(i.e.	two	2C	cells).	When	a	cell	endoreduplicates,	its	size	increases,	but	cell	number	is	
not	 changed	 (one	4C	 cell)	 (Figure	1B,C).	 Thus	 four	2C	 cells,	 two	4C	 cells,	 and	one	8C	 cell	 are	
equivalent	in	genome	copy	number,	but	have	packaged	the	genome	copies	differently	(Figure	
2F).	These	data	suggest	a	model	in	which	the	total	area	of	a	tissue	is	determined	by	the	number	
of	 genome	 copies	 it	 contains:	 because	 this	 property	 is	 not	 affected	 by	 altering	 the	 level	 of	
endopolyploidy,	all	sepals	in	the	LGO	dosage	series	are	roughly	the	same	size.		
	
Whole-genome	multiplication	increases	cell	size	and	organ	size	
We	hypothesized	that	endopolyploidy	does	not	affect	organ	size	because	it	does	not	
change	the	total	number	of	genome	copies	in	the	organ.	In	contrast,	WGM	raises	the	base	
ploidy	level	in	the	zygote	and	thus	increases	the	input	number	of	genome	copies.	To	investigate	
the	relationship	between	whole-organism	polyploidy	and	size,	we	generated	isogenic	WGM	
lines.	Tetraploid	and	octoploid	lines	for	WT	Col-0	and	several	marker,	mutant,	and	
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overexpression	lines	(in	the	Col-0	background)	were	generated	via	colchicine	treatment	[24].	
Colchicine-treated	plants	were	allowed	to	grow	and	set	seed,	and	neotetraploid	and	neo-
octoploid	individuals	were	identified	in	the	next	generation.	Octoploids	often	arose	from	
colchicine-treated	diploids;	some	were	generated	from	colchicine-treated	tetraploids.	Polyploid	
individuals	were	first	identified	by	trichome	branch	screening	on	seedling	leaves	(Figure	3B)	
[24].	The	leaf	trichomes	of	diploid	plants	nearly	always	have	three	branches;	a	subset	(25-50%)	
of	tetraploid	plants’	trichomes	have	four	branches,	and	octoploid	plants’	trichomes	have	three,	
four,	or	five	branches.	Phenotypic	ploidy	assessments	were	confirmed	with	flow	cytometry	on	
mature	leaf	tissue.	The	absence	of	a	diploid	peak	indicated	tetraploidy,	and	the	absence	of	both	
diploid	and	tetraploid	peaks	indicated	octoploidy.		
Flower	size	increased	markedly	across	the	diploid-tetraploid-octoploid	series.	Organ	
shapes	and	allometric	relationships	among	floral	organs	did	not	change	dramatically	(Figure	
3A).	Total	sepal	area	increased	with	ploidy	level:	tetraploid	sepals	were	(on	average)	1.51-fold	
larger	in	area	than	diploid	sepals,	and	octoploid	sepals	were	1.13-fold	larger	than	tetraploid	
sepals	(Figure	3C).	Pavement	cell	area	also	increased	across	the	ploidy	series	(Figure	3	D,E,F).	
Interestingly,	the	magnitude	of	this	change	was	greater	than	for	organ	size:	tetraploid	sepal	
pavement	cells	are	on	average	1.76	times	larger	than	diploid	cells,	and	octoploid	cells	are	1.71	
times	larger	than	tetraploid	cells	(Figure	3F).	A	very	similar	fold	change	(1.76)	has	been	
reported	for	tetraploid	vs.	diploid	leaf	cells	[16];	here,	we	show	that	ploidy-based	size	increase	
continues	linearly	in	the	octoploid.		
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Figure	3.	Whole-genome	duplication	increases	cell	size	and	organ	size	in	the	Arabidopsis	sepal;	cell	
number	decreases.		
A.	Flowers	from	diploid,	tetraploid,	and	octoploid	plants	in	an	isogenic	ploidy	series	in	Col	generated	by	
colchicine	treatment.	B.	Representative	trichome	phenotypes	on	diploid,	tetraploid,	and	octoploid	
leaves	used	for	screening:	trichome	branch	number	increases	with	WGD	ploidy	level.	C.	Average	mature	
abaxial	sepal	area	in	ploidy	series	(n=50-60).	Bars	indicate	SEM.	*:	significant	difference	between	
samples,	p<	0.001,	unpaired	t-test.	★:	fold	change	differs	significantly	from	doubling;	one-sample	t-test,	
p<0.001.	D.	Segmented	abaxial	surfaces	of	diploid,	tetraploid,	and	octoploid	mature	sepals	processed	
for	cell	area	measurement.	Marginal	cells	whose	area	could	not	be	accurately	measured	have	been	
erased.	Guard	cell	pairs	(filled	in	white)	are	excluded	from	measurement.	E.	Histogram	representing	
pavement	cell	areas	in	ploidy	series.	n=2	sepals	per	genotype,	total	4648	cells.	F.	Mean	pavement	cell	
area	in	ploidy	series.	Bars	represent	SEM.	*:	significant	difference	between	samples,	p<	0.05,	unpaired	t-
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test.	★:	fold	change	differs	significantly	from	doubling;	one-sample	t-test,	p<0.001.G.	Abaxial	surface	of	
mature	diploid,	tetraploid,	and	octoploid	abaxial	sepals	expressing	ML1::H2B-GFP,	an	epidermis-specific	
nuclear	marker.	H.	Average	number	of	nuclei	counted	in	abaxial	sepal	epidermis	(n=9-20	sepals	per	
ploidy	level).	Bars	indicate	SEM.	*:	p<	0.001,	unpaired	t-test.	I.	Measured	vs.	modeled	compensation.	
Left:	observed	sepal	area,	cell	number,	and	cell	area.	Cell	number	decreases	slightly	as	cell	area	
increases,	moderating	the	increase	in	organ	size.	Center:	model	for	perfect	sepal	size	compensation.	Cell	
size	trends	are	presented	as	measured	in	F;	cell	number	(red	line)	is	calculated	to	yield	constant	sepal	
area.	Right:	model	of	a	situation	in	which	no	compensation	occurs.	Cell	size	trends	are	presented	as	
measured,	and	cell	number	is	held	constant	at	the	measured	diploid	number	(red	line):	sepal	area	
increases	more	dramatically.	
	
	 We	hypothesized	that	changes	in	cell	number	underlie	the	difference	in	magnitudes	of	
change	between	cell	size	and	organ	size.	To	accurately	quantify	cell	number,	we	imaged	the	
abaxial	surface	of	sepals	expressing	ML1::H2B-GFP,	an	epidermis-specific	nuclear	marker	
(Figure	3G)	and	counted	epidermal	nuclei	using	image	processing.	Guard	cell	and	trichome	
nuclei	were	excluded.	These	analyses	revealed	a	linear	decrease	in	cell	number	with	increasing	
ploidy.	Diploid	sepals	have	an	average	of	1328	pavement	cells;	tetraploid	sepals	have	on	
average	259	fewer	cells	than	diploid	sepals	(-20%),	and	octoploid	sepals	have	249	fewer	cells	
than	tetraploid	sepals	(-23%)	(Figure	3H).		
Taken	together,	these	results	indicate	that	the	organ	size	response	to	ploidy	change	is	
partially	compensated.	First,	cell	area	increases	linearly	with	base	ploidy	level	(1.71-1.76-fold).	
Second,	cell	number	decreases,	also	linearly.	These	opposing	trends	result	in	a	moderately	
increased	organ	size	(Figure	3I,	observed).	Organs	are	smaller	than	they	would	be	if	cell	number	
were	constant	(Figure	3I,	no	compensation	model),	but	cell	number	does	not	decrease	
sufficiently	to	maintain	tetraploid	and	octoploid	organs	at	a	diploid	size	(Figure	3I,	perfect	
compensation	model).	A	similar	compensatory	phenomenon	has	been	reported	in	diploid	vs.	
tetraploid	Arabidopsis	leaves	[18].	The	mechanism	controlling	this	change	in	cell	number	is	
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unknown,	but	it	might	arise	via	a	reduction	in	the	number	of	cells	in	sepal	primordia	or	via	
changes	in	growth	and	cell	division	during	development.			
Other	studies	have	indicated	that	scaling	responses	to	ploidy	are	cell-type-specific	[35].	
To	investigate	this,	we	performed	cell	size	and	cell	number	assays	for	guard	cells,	a	second	
epidermal	cell	type.	Guard	cells	regulate	the	opening	and	closing	of	stomata,	small	pores	that	
allow	gas	exchange.	Guard	cells	do	not	endoreduplicate	and	are	thus	at	the	“base”	or	lowest	
ploidy	level—2C	in	diploid	plants,	4C	in	tetraploid	plants,	and	8C	in	octoploid	plants.	Because	of	
the	relative	ease	of	measurement,	stomatal	size	and	density	are	often	used	as	an	indicator	for	
ploidy:	guard	cell	area	or	length	have	been	shown	to	increase	with	ploidy,	while	the	number	of	
stomata	per	unit	leaf	area	decreases	[24,	25,	70-72].	We	quantified	guard	cell	pair	area	and	
guard	cell	number	for	whole	sepals	(Supplemental	Figure	1).	Our	results	were	consistent	with	
previous	observations:	guard	cell	area	increased	with	ploidy	and	stomatal	density	decreased.	
Comparison	to	the	pavement	cell	data	reveals	interesting	differences	in	the	response	of	these	
two	cell	types	to	ploidy.	Whereas	pavement	cell	area	increased	linearly	with	consecutive	
genome	doubling	(Figure	3F),	guard	cell	area	increased	exponentially	(Supplementary	Figure	
1A).	This	finding	suggests	that	different	size-control	rules	affect	these	two	epidermal	cell	types.		
We	also	observed	that	while	guard	cell	number	changes	with	increased	ploidy,	the	trend	
differed	from	that	observed	in	pavement	cells.	The	average	number	of	guard	cell	pairs	did	not	
significantly	differ	between	diploid	and	tetraploid	sepals	(diploid:	157.3±18.6,	tetraploid:	
153.0±8.5	(SD)),	but	decreased	by	25%	in	the	octoploid	(116.3±10.7	(SD))	(Supplementary	
Figure	1B).	Stomatal	density	thus	decreases	as	ploidy	increases.	However,	because	guard	cell	
pair	area	increases	exponentially	with	ploidy,	the	fraction	of	total	area	of	the	sepal	epidermis	
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represented	by	guard	cells	remains	fairly	constant	across	ploidy	levels	(2.1-2.8%).	Similar	results	
were	observed	in	a	diploid	vs.	tetraploid	comparison	[25].		
	
Entry	into	endocycles	is	affected	by	WGM	ploidy	level		
	 Sepals	in	WGM	plants	have	an	increased	base	ploidy	level,	and	endoreduplication	
further	increases	ploidy	in	developing	cells	(Figure	1D).		Does	an	increase	in	base	ploidy	alter	
the	proportion	of	endoreduplicating	cells?	To	quantify	this,	we	performed	flow	cytometry	on	
epidermal	cells	of	dissected	mature	sepals.	We	isolated	the	epidermis	because	our	image	
processing	data	describe	cells	from	this	tissue;	however,	note	that	these	data	also	include	the	
adaxial	epidermis,	which	was	not	analyzed	by	image	processing.	We	found	that	
endoreduplication	decreased	slightly	as	base	ploidy	level	increased.	In	diploid	sepals,	the	
majority	of	epidermal	cells	are	2C	(diploid);	diminishing	proportions	of	cells	are	4C,	8C,	16C,	and	
32C	(Figure	4A).	In	tetraploid	sepals,	the	base	ploidy	is	4C.	Endopolyploid	peaks	at	8C,	16C,	and	
32C	are	observed.	The	octoploid	lines	had	base	ploidy	8C	and	showed	peaks	at	8C,	16C,	32C,	
and	64C.	These	data	can	also	be	quantified	as	number	of	endocycles	(Figure	4B):	cells	at	the	
base	ploidy	level	have	undergone	0	endocycles,	cells	with	double	the	base	ploidy	have	
undergone	one	endocycle	or	are	in	G2	of	a	mitotic	cell	cycle,	and	cells	with	four,	eight,	or	
sixteen	times	the	base	ploidy	level	have	undergone	two,	three,	or	four	endocycles.	This	analysis	
reveals	that	the	frequency	of	endoreduplication	is	broadly	similar	across	ploidy	levels,	but	that	
endoreduplication	is	slightly	reduced	as	ploidy	increases.	The	number	of	cells	undergoing	2-3	
endocycles	decreases	ca.	18%	between	diploid	and	tetraploid	sepals	and	24%	between	
tetraploid	and	octoploid	sepals	(Figure	4C).	A	similar	overall	pattern	was	observed	in	whole-
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sepal	tissue	samples	(including	non-epidermal	cells)	(Figure	4C).	This	suggests	a	small	negative	
interaction	between	high	base	ploidy	level	and	the	entry	into	endocycles.	Previous	observations	
of	endopolyploidy	in	2C	vs.	4C	leaf	and	flower	tissue	showed	a	similar	trend,	but	did	not	report	
a	significant	difference	[18].		
	
Figure	4.	Whole-genome	duplication	has	a	minor	effect	on	entry	into	the	endocycle	in	sepal	epidermal	
cells.		
A.	Quantification	of	flow	cytometry	peaks	in	diploid,	tetraploid,	and	octoploid	plants	expressing	the	
epidermal-localized	marker	ML1::H2B-GFP.	All	nuclei	from	the	sepal	were	stained	with	PI;	peaks	were	
generated	based	on	PI	fluorescence,	and	then	gated	to	include	only	GFP-positive	(epidermal)	nuclei.	Two	
technical	and	two	biological	replicates	are	presented	for	each	group.	B.	Data	from	A.	presented	as	
number	of	endocycles:	cells	at	the	base	ploidy	level	(2C	in	diploid,	4C	in	tetraploid,	and	8C	in	octoploid)	
have	undergone	0	endocycles.	C.	Proportion	of	highly	endopolyploid	(2	or	more	endocycles;	box	in	B.)	
cells	in	the	sepal	epidermis	(left)	and	all	sepal	tissues	(right).	Average	of	2	technical	and	2	biological	
replicates.	Bars	indicate	SEM.	*:	p<	0.05,	unpaired	t-test.	
	
Whole-genome	multiplication	increases	transcript	abundance	
We	estimated	total	RNA	transcriptome	size	by	co-extracting	total	RNA	and	DNA	from	
sepals	and	quantifying	their	ratios	to	obtain	estimates	of	RNA	mass	per	unit	of	DNA	mass	(µg	
RNA/µg	DNA;	[73]).	Total	RNA	transcriptome	size	per	cell	was	determined	by	multiplying	this	
ratio	by	the	average	ploidy	level	relative	to	the	diploid:	1,	1.8	and	3.5	for	diploid,	tetraploid	and	
octoploid,	respectively,	as	determined	by	the	distribution	of	endopolyploidy	in	whole	sepal	flow	
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cytometry	(Figure	4C).	This	estimates	the	abundance	of	all	RNA	species	per	cell	(including	
mRNA,	but	predominantly	rRNA	and	other	non-coding	transcripts).	Similar	to	the	observed	
increases	in	pavement	cell	area,	total	RNA	transcriptome	size	per	cell	increased	linearly	with	
increasing	ploidy	(Figure	5A).	On	average,	total	transcriptome	size	per	cell	was	1.69-fold	larger	
in	tetraploid	sepals	than	in	diploid	sepals	and	1.85-fold	larger	in	octoploid	sepals	than	in	
tetraploid	sepals.	
	
Figure	5.	Whole-genome	multiplication	increases	transcript	abundance.			
A.	Estimates	of	total	RNA	per	cell	in	diploid,	tetraploid	and	octoploid	Arabidopsis	sepals	(2C,	4C	and	8C,	
respectively).	Bars	represent	SD.	★:	fold	change	differs	significantly	from	doubling;	one-sample	t-test,	
p<0.001.B.	Relative	expression	per	genome	(transcripts	per	μg	of	DNA)	binned	into	13	general	responses	
classes.	Numbers	of	genes	and	representative	GO	terms	that	are	enriched	in	each	class	are	shown	next	
to	each	bin.	C.	Comparison	of	expression	responses	induced	by	changes	in	WGD	(4C/2C;	Y	axis)	vs.	by	
changes	in	endopolyploidy	(LGO	OX/WT;	X	axis).	D.	Comparison	of	expression	responses	induced	by	
changes	in	WGD	(8C/2C;	Y	axis)	vs.	by	changes	in	endopolyploidy	(LGOOX/WT;	X	axis).	E.	Comparison	of	
expression	responses	induced	by	changes	in	WGD	(8C/4C;	Y	axis)	vs.	by	changes	in	endopolyploidy	(LGO	
OX/WT;	X	axis).	
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We	also	estimated	mRNA	transcriptome	size	by	mRNA-Seq	using	ERCC	spike-ins,	as	
previously	described	([73],	Supplemental	File	1).	Briefly,	we	spiked	sepal-derived	total	RNA	with	
ERCC	external	control	RNA	in	proportion	to	the	ratio	of	DNA/RNA	observed	in	the	sepals	(see	
Methods	for	further	details),	and	performed	mRNA-Seq	(via	poly(A)	selection)	on	the	spiked	
samples.	Arabidopsis-derived	read	counts	were	then	normalized	to	ERCC	read	counts	to	
estimate	expression	per	unit	of	DNA.	These	values	were	adjusted	for	average	ploidy	level	as	
above	to	determine	expression	per	cell.	Expression	per	transcriptome	was	then	estimated	by	
standard	TPM	normalization.	For	each	gene,	we	divided	expression	per	cell	by	expression	per	
transcriptome	to	obtain	estimates	of	mRNA	transcriptome	size	per	cell.	As	with	total	RNA,	the	
mRNA	transcriptome	increased	with	base	ploidy	level	(data	not	shown).	On	average,	mRNA	
transcriptome	size	per	cell	was	2.1-fold	larger	in	tetraploid	sepals	than	in	diploid	sepals,	and	
was	1.6-fold	larger	in	octoploid	sepals	than	in	tetraploid	sepals.	Thus,	both	total	and	mRNA	
transcriptomes	scale	with	ploidy	in	a	way	that	closely	reflects	the	scaling	of	sepal	pavement	cell	
area	with	ploidy.	
We	grouped	genes	into	13	bins	based	on	their	expression	response	to	increasing	ploidy	
and	examined	each	bin	for	gene	ontology	(GO)	term	enrichment	(Figure	5B,	Supplemental	File	
2).	The	largest	bin	consisted	of	genes	showing	no	change	in	expression	per	genome	copy	and,	
therefore,	a	linear	gene	dosage	dependency	(N	=	9432).	These	genes	were	enriched	for	core	
metabolic	functions	including	intracellular	transport	and	protein	catabolism.	This	bin	included	
GO	terms	related	to	mitochondria	and	the	vacuole,	both	of	which	are	known	to	scale	in	number	
or	size	with	cell	size	[74].	A	small	group	of	genes	showed	an	increase	in	expression	per	gene	
copy	with	increasing	ploidy	(N	=	114).	This	bin	was	enriched	for	cell	wall	functions,	consistent	
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with	changes	observed	in	yeast	in	response	to	both	increasing	ploidy	and	cell	size	[32].	A	
combined	analysis	of	genes	that	were	up-	or	down-regulated	in	response	to	polyploidy	also	
yielded	similar	results	to	those	observed	in	yeast	[32],	with	enrichment	for	cell	surface-related	
functions	(cell	wall	and	external	encapsulating	structure).	Only	33	genes	showed	a	linear	
decrease	in	expression	per	gene	copy	with	increasing	ploidy,	and	these	were	not	enriched	for	
any	GO	terms.	
WGM	generates	expression	profiles	distinct	from	those	associated	with	endopolyploidy	
We	next	compared	expression	responses	to	WGM	to	expression	responses	to	
endopolyploidy	as	estimated	by	RNA-Seq	data	from	a	LGO	dosage	series	[41];	LGO	increases	
endopolyploidy	in	individual	cells	(see	Figure	2).	Cell	types	with	high	levels	of	endopolyploidy	
(e.g.,	trichomes	and	giant	cells)	have	distinct	gene	expression	profiles	[40,	75].	Do	polyploid	
cells	generated	by	WGM	express	the	same	genes?	We	plotted	expression	fold	change	with	
increasing	WGM	(e.g.,	tetraploid	vs.	diploid)	against	expression	fold	change	with	increasing	
endopolyploidy	(e.g.,	LGO	OX	vs.	WT)	(Figure	5C).	The	correlations	between	the	two	ploidy	
series	were	low	(R2	<	0.1),	suggesting	that	transcriptional	responses	to	WGM	are	generally	
distinct	from	transcriptional	responses	to	endopolyploidy.	Notably,	however,	expression	
responses	to	WGM	at	higher	ploidy	levels	(8C	vs	4C)	were	more	similar	to	expression	responses	
to	endopolyploidy	than	were	those	involving	lower	WGM	ploidy	levels	(4C	vs	2C	and	8C	vs	2C).	
This	observation	is	consistent	with	the	fact	that	transcriptionally	distinct	endopolyploid	cell	
types,	such	as	trichomes	[76]	and	giant	cells	[41]	are	at	ploidy	16C-32C—more	cells	reach	this	
level	in	octoploid	than	in	tetraploid	or	diploid	plants.		
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Relative	growth	rates	are	not	affected	by	ploidy	
In	Figure	3,	we	found	that	sepal	pavement	cell	number	decreased	significantly	with	
increasing	WGM	ploidy.	We	were	interested	in	understanding	how	this	difference	arose	during	
development.	We	considered	two	mutually	compatible	hypotheses:	1.	cell	growth	and	
proliferation	occur	more	slowly	at	high	ploidy,	and/or	2.	fewer	founder	cells	are	recruited	from	
polyploid	meristems	into	sepal	primordia.	There	is	some	support	for	Hypothesis	1:	mitotic	cell	
cycle	duration	is	strongly	correlated	with	genome	size,	and	polyploidy	increases	DNA	content	
[59,	77,	78].	A	genetically	induced	change	in	cell	size	in	the	meristem	has	been	shown	affect	the	
meristem’s	“resolution”,	perturbing	the	formation	of	primordia	and	organ	boundaries	[78].	
To	test	Hypothesis	1,	we	live-imaged	growth	of	young	sepals.	Because	size	could	not	be	
used	to	accurately	stage	flowers	across	ploidy	levels,	we	instead	used	differentiation	of	the	
stomatal	lineage	to	roughly	standardize	the	developmental	stage.	Guard	cells	differentiate	in	a	
tip-to-base	wave	in	the	sepal	and	the	leaf	[79-81].	The	first	image	was	taken	when	
differentiated	guard	cells	appeared	at	the	sepal	tip	(t0);	a	second	image	was	taken	24	hours	
later	(t24)	(Figure	6A).	At	these	stages,	cells	were	primarily	expanding	rather	than	dividing.	We	
quantified	average	cell	area	at	0	and	24h	in	these	images	(Figure	6B).	We	see	that	series	mostly	
cluster	by	ploidy,	with	some	overlap	between	tetraploid	and	octoploid	sepals—this	is	likely	
because	images	were	taken	at	slightly	different	developmental	stages.	On	average,	tetraploid	
cells	were	about	1.90-fold	larger	than	diploid	cells,	and	octoploid	cells	were	about	1.12-fold	
larger	than	tetraploid	cells	(Figure	6C).	Tetraploid	and	octoploid	sepals	did	not	have	fewer	cells	
than	diploid	sepals	at	this	stage,	suggesting	that	cell	number	compensation	phenomena	have	
not	yet	occurred.	We	then	tracked	individual	cells’	growth	across	the	sepal	between	t0	and	t24	
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and	created	a	heat	map	of	cellular	growth	rates	on	the	t24	image	(Figure	6D).	Cellular	growth	
rate	was	roughly	similar	in	all	imaged	flowers	(Figure	6E).	Average	cellular	growth	rate	does	not	
differ	significantly	across	ploidy	levels	(Figure	6F).	These	data	indicate	that,	contrary	to	
expectation,	cellular	growth	rate	is	not	affected	by	ploidy.		
	
Figure	6.	Whole-genome	multiplication	does	not	strongly	affect	cellular	growth	rate.		
A.	MorphoGraphX	surface	projection	of	developing	flowers	imaged	at	time	point	0	(top)	and	24h	later	
(bottom).	Flower	stages	were	roughly	synchronized	by	the	appearance	of	the	stomatal	lineage,	which	
differentiates	in	a	tip-to-base	wave.	B.	Average	cell	size	of	individual	flowers	in	A.	at	0h	and	24h.	C.	
Average	size	of	cells	from	2	diploid,	2	tetraploid,	and	2	octoploid	flowers	at	24h.	(747,	904,	and	797	cells,	
respectively.)	Bars	indicate	SEM.	*:	P<0.001,	unpaired	t-test.	D.	Heat	map	of	cellular	growth	rate	
between	t0	and	t24.	All	images	share	the	same	scale.	E.	Average	cellular	growth	rate	for	each	of	2	
diploid,	2	tetraploid,	and	2	octoploid	sepals.	Bars	represent	SD.	F.	Average	cellular	growth	rate	for	2	
flowers	per	ploidy	level.	Bars	represent	SD.	*:	p<0.001,	unpaired	t-test.	G.	Quantification	of	cell	file	
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number	in	mature	sepals.	Left:	line	intersecting	sepal	midpoint.	The	number	of	cells	intersecting	this	line	
was	counted.	Right:	number	of	cell	files	in	3	diploid,	3	tetraploid,	and	3	octoploid	sepals.			
	
We	next	tested	Hypothesis	2,	which	proposes	that	fewer	cells	are	recruited	into	
polyploid	primordia.	We	counted	the	number	of	cells	intersecting	a	line	drawn	through	the	
transverse	midpoint	of	mature	sepals	(Figure	6G,	left).	Cell	files	arise	by	lateral	division	of	an	
initial	population	of	8	cells	on	the	lateral	side	of	the	floral	meristem	[37,	82].	We	found	that	file	
number	was	remarkably	invariant	across	ploidy	levels:	sepals	at	all	ploidy	levels	had	an	average	
of	48±1.94	(SD)	cell	files	(Figure	6G).	This	suggests	that	either	the	number	of	founding	cells	is	
constant	across	ploidy	levels	or	that	lateral	divisions	in	polyploids	rapidly	recover	a	diploid-like	
file	number;	differences	in	cell	number	thus	arise	during	growth	after	the	primordium	stage.	
Thus,	neither	of	our	hypotheses	about	young	sepal	development	provide	an	explanation	for	the	
reduction	in	cell	number	observed	in	mature	sepals.	This	discrepancy	must	arise	relatively	late	
in	development—perhaps	sepals	at	high	ploidy	terminate	cell	division	sooner.	
	
Scaling	of	nuclear	size	and	cell	size	differs	in	the	octoploid	
	 The	mechanism	or	mechanisms	by	which	ploidy	affects	cell	size	are	not	known,	but	
theories	suggest	that	nuclear	size	plays	a	role.	The	phenomenon	of	a	constant	ratio	between	
nuclear	size	and	cell	size	(N:C	ratio	or	karyoplasmic	ratio	(KR))	has	been	reported	for	many	
years,	but	direct	measurements	of	this	ratio	have	been	limited.	Here,	we	directly	measure	KR	
for	all	abaxial	epidermal	cells	in	diploid,	tetraploid,	and	octoploid	sepals	to	determine	if	KR	is	
consistent	or	different	across	ploidy	levels.			
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To	quantify	KR,	we	created	a	dual	segmentation	image	processing	pipeline	(Figure	7A-
D).	We	imaged	mature	sepals	expressing	two	fluorescent	markers	in	the	epidermis:	
ML1::RCI2A-mCitrine,	a	plasma	membrane	marker,	and	ML1::H2B-TFP,	a	nuclear	marker	(Figure	
7A).	Sepals	were	imaged	at	1:1:1	resolution	on	the	X,	Y,	and	Z	axes	to	allow	accurate	three-
dimensional	quantification	of	nuclear	volume.	Channels	were	processed	separately	in	
MorphoGraphX:	nuclei	were	segmented	in	3D	(Figure	7B),	and	pavement	cells	were	segmented	
in	two	dimensions	on	a	curved	model	of	the	sepal	surface	(Figure	7C).	Pavement	cell	area	is	
used	as	a	proxy	for	cell	surface	area:	because	pavement	cells	are	highly	vacuolated,	the	volume	
of	the	cytoplasm	may	be	better	represented	by	surface	area	than	by	total	cell	volume	[3,	83].	
We	are	interested	in	cytoplasmic	volume	because	past	studies	of	KR	(in	non-vacuolated	cells)	
have	measured	cytoplasmic	volume.	After	processing,	nuclei	were	manually	paired	with	cells	
based	on	position	(Figure	7D).			
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Figure	7.	Cell	size	and	nuclear	size	are	strongly	correlated	across	ploidy	levels.		
A-D:	MorphoGraphX	image	processing	pipeline	for	dual	cell/nucleus	segmentation.	A.	Maximum	
intensity	projection	of	1:1:1	confocal	stack	of	a	mature	abaxial	sepal	expressing	ML1::mCitrine-RCI2A	
(amber)	and	ML1::H2B-TFP	(teal).	B.	Image	processing	pipeline	for	measurement	of	nuclear	volume.	C.	
Image	processing	pipeline	for	measurement	of	cell	area.	D.	Manual	pairing	of	nuclear	volume	and	cell	
area.	Sepal	from	A.	with	nuclei	and	cells	segmented	and	paired.	E.	Correlation	of	nuclear	volume	and	cell	
area	for	each	ploidy	level.	3	sepals	per	ploidy	level:	n=2126	cells	for	diploid,	1964	cells	for	tetraploid,	
1228	cells	for	octoploid.	Linear	regression.	F.	Average	cell	area.	Bars	represent	SEM.	*:	p<0.001,	
unpaired	t-test.	G.	Average	nuclear	volume.	Bars	represent	SEM.	Linear	regression.	*:	significant	
difference	between	samples,	p<0.001,	unpaired	t-test.	★:	fold	change	differs	significantly	from	
doubling;	one-sample	t-test,	p<0.001.	H.	Average	calculated	karyoplasmic	ratio	for	each	ploidy	level.	*:	
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p<0.001,	unpaired	t-test.	I.	Cell	area	vs.	calculated	karyoplasmic	ratio.	J.	Average	karyoplasmic	ratio	in	
diploid,	tetraploid,	and	octoploid	for	5	bins	as	sorted	by	cell	area.	Bars	indicate	SEM.		
	
Image	processing	confirmed	our	earlier	finding	that	cell	size	increases	with	ploidy	
(Figure	7F).		Nuclear	volume	also	increases	linearly	with	ploidy	(Figure	7G).	Nuclear	volume	and	
cell	area	correlate	well	in	diploid	and	tetraploid	sepals;	the	strength	of	correlation	between	
nuclear	volume	and	cell	size	is	somewhat	reduced	in	the	octoploid	(Figure	7E).	The	average	
calculated	karyoplasmic	ratio	(nuclear	volume	divided	by	cell	area)	is	nearly	identical	in	diploid	
and	tetraploid	sepals	(diploid:	4.00±0.04;	tetraploid:	3.98±0.04	(SD)),	and	is	significantly	lower	
(3.51±0.08	(SD))	in	octoploid	sepals,	indicating	a	smaller	ratio	of	cell	area	to	nuclear	size:	this	
suggests	that,	although	a	characteristic	average	karyoplasmic	ratio	is	maintained	in	these	cells,	
its	value	can	be	changed	by	ploidy	(Figure	7H).	Although	the	average	karyoplasmic	ratio	is	about	
4,	we	observe	a	range	of	values	for	KR	in	individual	cells	(Figure	7I).	Nuclear	size	does	not	
explain	all	variation	in	cell	size	(Figure	7E),	suggesting	that	although	the	karyoplasmic	ratio	is	
maintained	generally,	there	is	some	flexibility	in	size.	Further,	we	find	that	smaller	cells	have	
lower	KR	(i.e.	less	cell	area	per	unit	area	of	nucleus)	than	larger	cells	(Figure	7J).	Ploidy	levels	
differ	most	strongly	in	average	KR	in	the	smallest	20%	of	cells:	in	this	bin,	tetraploid	and	
octoploid	sepals	have	progressively	smaller	KR.		
	
Minimum	nuclear	volume	increases	with	ploidy	
The	 strong	 linear	 association	between	 cell	 size	 and	nuclear	 volume	 implies	 that	
smaller	cells	have	a	smaller	nucleus.	However,	nuclei	cannot	reach	a	volume	of	zero:	some	
space	will	always	be	occupied	by	chromatin.	We	hypothesized	 that	DNA	content	 sets	a	
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minimum	volume	for	the	nucleus:	minimum	nuclear	size	should	thus	increase	with	ploidy	
in	our	ploidy	series.	We	performed	a	linear	regression	of	cell	area	vs.	nuclear	volume	(data	
from	 Figure	 7E,	 but	 with	 axes	 swapped)	 and	 used	 the	 y-axis	 intercept	 to	 represent	 the	
theoretical	 minimum	 nuclear	 volume	 (Supplemental	 Figure	 2A).	 Note	 that	 this	 is	 a	
theoretical	minimum	based	on	a	population	of	cells—	we	observe	that	some	nuclei	in	the	
dataset	are	smaller	than	this	average	minimum	value.	Our	analysis	shows	that	theoretical	
minimum	nuclear	size	increases	linearly	with	ploidy	(Supplemental	Figure	2B).		
	
Cell	ploidy,	not	nuclear	volume,	controls	cell	size	
	 Our	data	indicate	that	a	precise	ratio	between	nuclear	volume	and	cell	size	is	
maintained,	and	that	this	ratio	is	ca.	4.0	in	diploid	sepals.	These	results	do	not,	however,	
indicate	how	ploidy	is	transduced	into	size	phenotypes:	does	increased	nuclear	size	induce	cell	
size	scaling,	as	suggested	by	the	nucleoskeletal	theory	[55],	or	does	ploidy	directly	affect	cell	
size?	To	investigate	this,	we	observed	a	mutant	with	reduced	nuclear	volume,	crowded	nuclei	1	
(crwn1)	(Figure	8).	Mutation	of	the	CROWDED	NUCLEI	(CRWN)	genes	reduces	nuclear	size,	
increases	DNA	density,	and	makes	nuclear	shape	rounder	(Figure	8B);	the	proportion	of	cells	
entering	endocycles	is	not	altered	[84,	85].	We	reasoned	that	if	cell	size	is	reduced	
concomitantly	with	nuclear	size	in	crwn1	(Figure	8A,	1.),	then	nuclear	size	might	act	as	a	
determinant	of	cell	size;	if	not,	then	another	factor	must	link	cell	size	to	ploidy	(Figure	8A,	2.).		
We	measured	cell	area	and	nuclear	volume	and	calculated	KR	in	crwn1	sepals	(Figure	
8C).	Average	nuclear	volume	was	reduced	by	about	half	relative	to	diploid	Col-0,	but	cell	area	
did	not	change	significantly	(Figure	8B,E).	The	correlation	between	nuclear	and	cell	size	
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remained	strong	(Figure	8D),	but	the	constant	describing	this	relationship	changed:	average	KR	
was	8.72±0.15	(SEM),	indicating	that	there	was	substantially	more	cell	area	per	unit	area	of	
nuclear	volume	(Figure	8E-G).	These	results	indicate	that	nuclear	size	does	not	have	a	causal	
relationship	in	determining	KR	or	cell	size.			
	
Figure	8.	Nuclear	size	decreases	in	the	crwn1	mutant,	but	cell	size	is	unchanged.		
A.	Model	for	hypotheses	about	the	effect	of	a	crwn1	mutation,	which	reduces	nuclear	size	relative	to	
WT.	If	cell	sizes	are	reduced	in	proportion,	the	average	KR	will	resemble	that	of	WT	(ca.	4.0)	(left);	if	cell	
sizes	are	constant	or	only	somewhat	reduced,	KR	will	increase	(right).	B.	Nuclear	and	cell	size	
phenotypes	in	WT	vs.	crwn1.	Green:	ML1::H2B-TFP.	White:	propidium	iodide	staining	of	cell	walls.	C.	
Dual	segmentation	of	a	sepal	homozygous	for	crwn1.	Nuclei	(white)	were	segmented	using	ML1::H2B-
TFP	signal.	Cells	were	segmented	using	propidium	iodide	stain.	D.	Correlation	of	nuclear	volume	and	cell	
area.	Linear	regression.	2	sepals:	n=1351	cells.	E.	Average	crwn1	nuclear	volume	and	cell	area	data	
relative	to	WT	(diploid)	presented	in	Figure	7.	Bars	represent	SEM.	*:	p<0.001,	unpaired	t-test.	F.	Cell	
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area	vs.	calculated	karyoplasmic	ratio.	G.	Average	karyoplasmic	ratio	for	crwn1	vs.	WT	(diploid)	
presented	in	Figure	7.	Bars	represent	SEM.	*:	p<0.001,	unpaired	t-test.	
	
______________________________________________________________________	
Discussion		
Compensation	mechanisms	reduce	the	size	effects	of	ploidy		
We	and	many	others	have	observed	that	cell	area	increases	with	ploidy.	In	our	analyses,	
we	observed	a	ca.	1.75-fold	increase	in	cell	area	with	genome	doubling;	this	is	somewhat	less	
than	the	doubling	in	size	that	might	naively	be	expected	(Figure	3E,F).	We	measure	only	2-
dimensional	cell	area	as	an	indication	of	sepal	pavement	cell	size.	This	parameter	is	a	
reasonable	approximation	of	functional	(cytoplasmic)	volume	in	sepal	pavement	cells,	as	the	
majority	of	these	cells’	volume	is	occupied	by	the	vacuole—cytoplasmic	volume	is	roughly	
proportional	to	the	surface	area	of	the	cell	[3].	Other	geometric	measurements	likely	also	scale	
with	ploidy:	we	are	not	able	to	directly	measure	cell	volume,	but	because	volume	increases	
disproportionately	to	surface	area,	the	fold	change	in	cell	volume	is	likely	to	be	greater	than	
that	in	area.		
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Figure	9.	Summary	of	findings.	Nuclear	size,	cell	size,	and	organ	size	increase	with	ploidy.	Nuclear	size	
and	cell	size	are	correlated	by	a	relatively	constant	karyoplasmic	ratio	(KR;	ca.	4.0	in	diploid	(green)	and	
tetraploid	(blue)	sepal	pavement	cells,	3.5	in	octoploid	(purple)	cells);	however,	reduction	of	nuclear	size	
does	not	change	cell	size	(more	than	doubling	KR;	crwn1	(yellow)),	suggesting	that	nuclear	size	does	not	
have	a	direct	scaling	effect	on	cell	size.	We	instead	hypothesize	that	ploidy	directly	affects	both	nuclear	
size	(with	chromatin	bulk	a	likely	factor)	and	cell	size	(possibly	via	a	ploidy-sensing	mechanism).	Sepal	
area	increases	as	a	result	of	increased	cell	size,	but	this	change	is	partially	compensated	by	a	decrease	in	
cell	number	that	occurs	late	in	development.		
	
We	also	observed	that	sepal	area	increased	with	ploidy,	but	that	the	magnitude	of	this	
change	(ca.	1.35-fold)	was	smaller	than	the	magnitude	of	size	change	in	sepals’	constituent	cells	
(Figure	3C).	These	results	are	summarized	in	Figure	9.	We	discovered	a	ca.	20%	decrease	in	
total	cell	number	that	explains	this	discrepancy.	We	identify	this	as	a	compensation	
phenomenon.	Compensation	is	an	interplay	between	cell	size	and	cell	number:	it	occurs	when	a	
change	in	one	of	these	mitigates	a	change	in	the	other	[19,	20,	86,	87].	This	tradeoff	is	
demonstrated	clearly	in	our	LGO	dosage	series:	cell	size	increases,	but	is	balanced	by	decreased	
cell	number	to	result	in	consistent	organ	size	(Figure	2).	However,	sepals	do	not	compensate	
completely	for	WGM	ploidy	change:	polyploid	sepals	are	smaller	than	they	would	be	if	cell	
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number	remained	constant,	but	are	not	diploid-sized	(Figure	3I).	Our	live	imaging	data	indicate	
that	this	cell	number	change	arises	late	in	development:	actively	growing	sepals	of	all	ploidy	
levels	have	the	same	number	of	cell	files	and	grow	at	roughly	the	same	rate	(Figure	6).	A	
relatively	late-acting	mechanism	must	affect	proliferation	to	enact	compensation.	One	
possibility	consistent	with	our	results	would	be	that	maturation	and	termination	of	cell	division	
and	growth	occur	earlier	in	higher	ploidy	sepals.	The	cause	of	this	cell	number	reduction	is	so	
far	unknown—is	this	intrinsic	to	the	growth	of	polyploid	cells,	or	might	it	be	a	response	to	a	
total	organ	size	checkpoint	[20,	46,	88-90]?		
Similarly,	the	increase	in	transcriptome	size	due	to	whole	genome	duplication	appears	
to	be	partially	compensated	(i.e.	less	than	doubled).	We	estimate	that	the	total	RNA	
transcriptome	increases	1.7-1.9-fold,	and	the	mRNA	transcriptome	increases	1.6	to	2.1-fold,	for	
each	whole	genome	duplication.	Transcriptome	size	compensation	was	also	observed	in	a	
natural	allopolyploid	of	Glycine	[91]	as	well	as	in	leaf	tissue	of	synthetic	Arabidopsis	
autotetraploids	(Coate	et	al.	in	preparation),	suggesting	that	this	is	a	conserved	response	to	
genome	duplication	in	plants.	Mammalian	embryonic	stem	cells	showed	a	larger	increase	in	cell	
size	with	WGM	(2.2-fold)	than	we	observe	here,	but	they	exhibited	a	similar	coordination	of	
transcript	abundance	with	cell	size	[92].	The	fact	that	cell	size	and	transcriptome	size	show	
similar	increases	is	consistent	with	previous	observations	that	transcription	scales	with	cell	size	
[21-23,	93,	94].		
Cell	size	scales	with	ploidy,	not	nuclear	size	
	 Previous	studies	have	described	a	strong	scaling	relationship	between	cell	size	and	
nuclear	size	(KR).	We	confirmed	this	correlation	by	directly	measuring	nuclear	volume,	cell	area,	
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and	KR	for	nearly	every	cell	in	the	sepal	epidermis.	We	found	that	the	average	KR	for	diploid	
and	tetraploid	WGM	lines	was	remarkably	similar	(ca.	4.0),	and	that	octoploid	plants	had	
slightly	less	cell	area	per	unit	of	nuclear	volume	(Figure	7H).	We	also	found	that	KR	is	somewhat	
higher	in	larger	cells	(Figure	7J)	and	that	individual	cells	vary	somewhat	in	their	karyoplasmic	
ratio.	This	variability	is	consistent	with	our	previous	findings	that	cell	size	and	ploidy	do	not	
perfectly	correlate	in	the	sepal	epidermis—rather,	cell	size	varies	around	a	mean	set	by	ploidy	
level	[37].	Bourdon	et	al.	similarly	found	that	tomato	pericarp	cell	size	is	controlled	both	by	
ploidy	and	by	the	cell’s	position	in	the	pericarp	[95].	
One	simple	model	of	cell	size	control	is	that	ploidy	change	directly	affects	the	volume	of	
the	nucleus,	which	indirectly	affects	the	volume	of	the	cell.	Our	data	do	not	support	this	model.	
We	find	that	although	cells	maintain	a	fairly	constant	ratio	between	nuclear	size	and	cell	size	
(KR;	ca.	4.0	in	sepal	pavement	cells),	cell	size	is	not	dependent	on	nuclear	size.	When	nuclear	
size	was	decreased	in	crwn1,	cell	size	did	not	decrease	correspondingly.	The	correlation	
between	nuclear	size	and	cell	size	remained	strong,	but	the	constant	describing	this	
relationship	(KR)	increased	to	ca.	8.7—cells	had	substantially	more	area	per	unit	area	of	nuclear	
volume	(Figure	8).	This	suggests	that	ploidy	and	cell	size	are	related	directly	rather	than	via	
nuclear	volume.	Nuclear	volume	itself	is	likely	controlled	both	by	ploidy	and	by	cell	size:	
measured	nuclear	volumes	have	a	continuous	distribution	(Figure	7E)	rather	than	the	discrete,	
stepwise	distribution	that	would	be	expected	if	ploidy	were	the	sole	control	on	nuclear	volume.	
Also,	crwn1	nuclei	are	smaller	than	wild-type	nuclei	with	the	same	amount	of	DNA:	this	
indicates	that	wild-type	nuclei	are	larger	than	the	minimum	required	to	fit	the	DNA,	and	
suggests	additional	regulation	of	nuclear	size.		This	conclusion	is	consistent	with	our	finding	that	
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minimum	nuclear	size	is	smaller	in	crwn1	and	scales	with	ploidy	in	wild-type	cells	(Supplemental	
Figure	2).	
Interaction	of	ploidy	with	other	cell	size	control	mechanisms	
	 We	have	shown	that	ploidy	is	an	important	contributor	to	cell	size;	however,	ploidy	is	
not	the	only	size	control	mechanism	acting	in	cells.	The	majority	of	size-related	studies	address	
mechanisms	of	cell	size	homeostasis.	Many	cell	types	maintain	a	consistent	average	size:	to	
achieve	this,	cells	must	constrain	variance	introduced	by	fluctuations	in	growth	rate	and	
asymmetric	division	[96].	Single-cellular	organisms	like	yeast	and	bacteria	maintain	a	consistent	
cell	size	in	populations,	and	many	studies	have	investigated	size	control	mechanisms	that	buffer	
stochasticity	in	these	systems	[97,	98].	Plant	cells	maintain	a	consistent	size	during	divisions	in	
the	meristem	and	primordium	[78,	99,	100].	However,	mature	Arabidopsis	epidermal	cells	are	
notably	non-homogeneous	in	size,	varying	more	than	100-fold	in	area	with	level	of	
endopolyploidy.	It	seems	likely	that	at	least	two	groups	of	size	control	mechanisms	exist:	one	
group	that	promotes	size	homeostasis,	and	another,	linked	to	ploidy,	that	facilitates	the	
generation	of	cells	of	vastly	different	sizes.		
If	homeostasis	mechanisms	are	at	work	in	polyploid	cells,	they	must	be	recalibrated	to	
an	increased	baseline	cell	size:	16C	cells	are	as	much	as	100	times	larger	than	2C	cells.	One	hint	
that	size	control	mechanisms	are	active	in	such	cells	is	that	adherence	to	the	karyoplasmic	ratio	
does	not	appear	to	change	much	with	increasing	cell	area	(and	increasing	endopolyploidy):	cell	
sizes	are	still	relatively	constrained	(Figure	7I).	Further,	cells	in	WGM	tetraploid	and	octoploid	
lines	do	not	show	substantially	greater	variance	in	size	than	WT	cells	(Figure	3F).	It	is	unclear	
whether	this	consistent	sizing	could	arise	directly	from	growth.	Sepal	pavement	cells’	growth	
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rates	are	highly	variable	at	the	cellular	level,	but	undergo	spatiotemporal	averaging	to	yield	
consistent	growth	[67].	Most	known	size	control	mechanisms	modulate	the	timing	of	division	
by	regulating	START,	the	transition	from	G1	to	S	[101,	102].	Endoreduplicating	cells	also	go	
through	START,	so	these	size	control	mechanisms	could	potentially	act	on	endoreduplicating	as	
well	as	mitotic	cells;	the	challenge	is	“setting”	regulation	to	a	size	that	is	appropriate	for	the	
cell’s	ploidy.		
Do	cells	sense	their	ploidy?		
We	speculate	that	the	mechanism	linking	ploidy	to	cell	size	is	based	on	active	sensing	of	
ploidy	rather	than	passive	scaling.	Several	pieces	of	evidence	support	this	hypothesis.	First,	the	
magnitude	of	size	change	in	response	to	ploidy	is	cell-type-specific:	the	size	of	sepal	pavement	
cells	increases	linearly	with	ploidy	level	(Figure	3F),	but	that	of	guard	cells	scales	to	ploidy	
exponentially,	resulting	in	a	much	greater	magnitude	of	change	in	octoploid	guard	cells	
(Supplemental	Figure	1).	Meanwhile,	mesophyll	cells	have	little	or	no	size	response	to	
endopolyploidy	[35].	These	differences	argue	against	a	single,	intrinsic	effect	of	ploidy	on	cell	
size,	and	instead	suggest	that	cell	types	can	enact	different	ploidy-based	scaling	rules	as	they	
differentiate	[35].	Also,	we	observed	that	endocycling	is	slightly	downregulated	as	base	ploidy	
level	increases,	which	may	indicate	that	cells	target	a	specific	ploidy	level	to	some	extent.		
Finally,	ploidy	sensing	might	offer	a	mechanism	by	which	cell	size	homeostasis	mechanisms	are	
“set”	to	a	new	point	to	accommodate	ploidy-based	variation	in	cell	size.		
There	are	several	means	by	which	a	cell	might	sense	its	ploidy.		The	direct	effects	of	
ploidy	change	are	1.	an	increased	bulk	of	DNA	its	associated	proteins	and	2.	increased	copy	
number	at	every	locus:	a	hypothetical	mechanism	should	offer	a	readout	of	one	or	both	of	
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these	parameters.	One	hypothesis	is	that	DNA	bulk	increases	nuclear	size,	which	then	affects	
cell	size;	our	crwn1	data	(Figure	8)	lead	us	to	reject	this	hypothesis.	DNA	bulk	might	be	sensed	
in	another	way,	or	the	ploidy-sensing	mechanism	might	sense	copy	number.	Mechanisms	that	
count	chromosome	number	do	exist:	in	Drosophila,	sex	is	determined	by	counting	the	number	
of	X	chromosomes	in	comparison	to	the	number	of	autosomes.	X-linked	genes	like	scute,	
sisterless-a,	and	runt	act	as	“numerators”,	while	autosomal	loci	act	as	“denominators”	against	
which	the	number	of	X-linked	genes	is	titrated	[103].	X	chromosomes	are	also	counted	in	C.	
elegans	[104];	a	mechanism	that	senses	ploidy	might	similarly	sense	copy	number	of	a	specific	
gene	locus	or	gene	product.	Loci	that	might	act	as	a	numerator	are	abundant:	all	loci	increase	in	
copy	number	when	ploidy	increases.	If	sensed/counted	loci	exist,	they	might	be	identified	in	a	
screen	for	plants	in	which	cell	size	does	not	respond	to	ploidy	change.	Conversely,	increasing	
copy	number	of	these	loci	might	give	a	cell	a	false	report	of	its	ploidy,	causing	cell	size	to	
increase	without	WGM.	Loci	or	factors	that	act	as	denominators	are	harder	to	envision;	the	
denominator	would	ideally	remain	at	a	constant	level	as	ploidy	increases,	but	all	chromosomal	
loci	are	amplified	equally.	Cell	components	whose	number	does	not	scale	with	ploidy,	such	as	
the	nucleolus,	might	offer	a	“constant”	against	which	locus	number	could	be	compared.		
Determining	whether	ploidy	is	sensed,	and	if	so	how	it	is	sensed,	will	be	the	next	step	in	
unraveling	the	relationship	between	ploidy	and	size.		
______________________________________________________________________	
Materials	and	Methods	
Generation	and	identification	of	polyploid	lineages	
Polyploid	lineages	of	all	genotypes	were	generated	and	identified	by	a	protocol	modified	from	
[24].	A	drop	(ca.	2	μL)	of	0.25%	colchicine	solution	was	placed	on	the	vegetative	meristem	of	
seedlings	with	three	young	leaves.	Treated	plants	were	covered	with	a	lid	and	left	to	sit	for	24h	
before	being	returned	to	the	growth	chamber.	Each	treated	pot	contained	approx.	15	plants;	all	
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plants	from	a	pot	were	pooled	for	seed	collection,	and	independent	events	of	tetraploidy	and	
octoploidy	were	defined	as	originating	from	different	pooled	pots.		
Probable	neopolyploid	individuals	were	identified	by	screening	for	trichome	phenotype	in	
seedling	leaves.	Trichomes	on	diploid	leaves	generally	have	3	branches.	Tetraploid	plants’	
leaves	have	approx.	25%	4-branched	trichomes.	Octoploid	plants	have	>50%	4-branched	
trichomes	and	~10%	5-branched	trichomes.	Ploidy	was	confirmed	with	flow	cytometry.		
	
Flow	cytometry		
To	determine	whole-plant	ploidy	level,	we	harvested	a	young	rosette	leaf.	Leaf	tissue	was	
chopped	with	a	new	razor	blade	in	600	μL	Aru	buffer	[105].	Suspended	nuclei	were	filtered	
through	a	40	μm	Fisherbrand	cell	strainer,	treated	with	RNAse	(0.001	μg/100	μL	sample),	and	
stained	with	propidium	iodide	(0.001	μg	/100	μL	sample).	Samples	were	run	on	an	Accuri	C6	
flow	cytometer,	and	base	ploidy	level	was	diagnosed	by	presence	or	absence	of	2C	and	4C	
peaks.	
For	flow	cytometry	on	sepals	expressing	pAR180	(ML1::H2B-GFP),	100	mature	sepals	from	all	
four	sepal	positions	(abaxial,	adaxial,	and	lateral)	were	dissected	into	800	μL	Aru	buffer	and	
processed	as	above.	Events	were	gated	to	separate	epidermal	(GFP-positive)	nuclei	from	non-
epidermal	(GFP-negative)	nuclei	[37].		
Average	ploidy	level	for	whole	sepals	was	determined	by	multiplying	the	fraction	of	events	at	a	
given	ploidy	level	by	the	value	of	that	ploidy	level	(i.e.	2,	4,	8,	16,	32,	or	64),	and	summing	the	
values	for	all	ploidy	levels.	
	
Sepal	area	measurement	
Mature	abaxial	sepals	(n=50-64)	were	dissected	with	a	needle,	aligned	on	a	microscope	slide,	
flattened	with	a	second	slide,	and	photographed	at	20x	(5x	on	microscope,	4x	on	camera)	
against	a	black	background	with	a	Canon	Powershot	A640	camera	mounted	on	a	Zeiss	Stemi	
2000C	dissecting	microscope.	Sepal	area	was	measured	using	a	custom	Python	contour	
extraction	pipeline	reported	in	[67].		
	
MATLAB	2D	cell	area	measurement		
Sepals	were	stained	with	2%	PI	in	H2O	for	15	min	and	imaged	at	10x	on	a	Zeiss	710	laser	
scanning	confocal	microscope.	Samples	were	excited	with	a	514	nm	laser.	PI	emission	was	
collected	at	566-649	nm.		Pavement	cell	areas	for	all	clearly	visible	epidermal	cells	were	
measured	using	a	custom	MATLAB	module	reported	in	[37]	and	[69].	Guard	cell	pair	areas	were	
measured	manually	in	FIJI	by	tracing	as	freehand	selections	in	10x	or	20x	confocal	images.	
	
MorphoGraphX	cell	size	and	nuclear	volume	measurement		
For	diploid	and	tetraploid	plants,	sepals	expressing	pAR169	(ML1::mCitrine-RCI2A)	and	pAR229	
(ML1::H2B-TFP)	were	imaged	using	a	20x	water	objective	(NA	=	1.0)	on	a	Zeiss	710	confocal	
microscope.	mCitrine	was	excited	with	a	514	nm	laser	and	emission	was	collected	from	519-649	
nm.	TFP	was	excited	with	a	458	nm	laser	and	emission	was	collected	from	463-509	nm.	3-9	tiles	
were	used	to	capture	whole	sepals.	Stacks	were	optimized	to	1:1:1	X:Y:Z	resolution.	Channels	
were	split	in	FIJI.		
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The	TFP	channel	(marking	nuclei)	was	processed	in	MorphoGraphX	as	follows:	1.	Brighten	
Darken	(2.0).	2.	Gaussian	Blur	(x,y,z	sigma=0.7).	3.	Binarize	stack	(threshold	10,000)	4.	Hand	
correct	stack:	use	Pixel	Editor	tool	to	remove	noise	and	any	misrepresented	nuclei.	5.	Generate	
Marching	Cubes	3D	mesh	(cube	size=1).	6.	Clear	segmentation	from	mesh;	seed	each	nucleus	
individually;	run	Watershed	Segmentation.	These	processes	generate	three-dimensional	
representations	of	individual	nuclei.		
	
The	mCitrine	channel	(marking	plasma	membranes)	was	processed	in	MorphoGraphX	as	
follows:	1.	Gaussian	Blur	2x	(x,y,z	sigma=1).	2.	Edge	Detect	(Threshold=8000).	3.	Fill	Holes	1-3x.	
4.	Generate	Marching	Cubes	Surface	(cube	size=15).	5.	Delete	adaxial	(flat)	face	of	mesh.	6.	
Alternately	smooth	and	subdivide	mesh	until	at	least	500,000	vertices	exist.	Delete	bad	
normals.	7.	Project	plasma	membrane	signal	onto	surface	(Min	Dist	8,	Max	Dist	12;	adjust	for	
best	signal).	8.	Smooth	mesh	signal	(Passes:	3).	9.	Run	auto-segmentation.	10.	Hand-correct	
original	segmentation	to	match	plasma	membrane	signal;	overlay	nuclear	channel	for	
additional	positional	information.	These	processes	generate	two-dimensional	representations	
of	cell	area	that	take	into	account	the	sepal’s	curvature.		
Nuclei	and	cells	were	manually	paired	using	the	Lineage	Tracking	tool.	Nuclear	volumes	were	
generated	using	Heat	Map	(Heat	Map	Type:	Volume;	Signal	Average;	Global	Coordinates).	2D	
cell	areas	were	generated	using	Heat	Map	(Heat	Map	Type:	Area;	Signal	Average;	Global	
Coordinates).	Nuclear	and	cell	size	measurements	were	paired	using	the	Parents	spreadsheet	
generated	by	Lineage	Tracking.		
Octoploid	sepal	images	were	processed	in	the	same	way,	but	nuclei	were	marked	by	pAR180	
(ML1::H2B-mGFP)	and	cell	walls	were	stained	with	propidium	iodide.		Samples	were	excited	
with	a	488	nm	laser.	GFP	emission	was	collected	from	493-556	nm.	PI	emission	was	collected	
from	566-649	nm.			
For	crwn1	plants,	propidium	iodide	(PI)	was	used	to	stain	cell	walls.	TFP	was	excited	with	a	458	
nm	laser	and	emission	was	collected	from	463-523	nm.	PI	was	excited	with	a	561	nm	laser	and	
emission	was	collected	from	566-649	nm.			
	
Nuclear	number	counting	
Sepals	expressing	the	construct	pAR180	(ML1::H2B-GFP)	were	imaged	using	a	10x	objective	on	
a	Zeiss	710	confocal	microscope.	Sepals	were	stained	with	propidium	iodide	(PI)	to	ensure	that	
all	cells	were	visible	for	imaging	and	that	no	cells	were	dead	(PI	stains	dead	cells’	nuclei).	
Samples	were	excited	with	a	488	nm	laser.	GFP	emission	was	collected	from	493-556	nm.	PI	
emission	was	collected	from	566-649	nm.	Channels	were	split	in	FIJI	and	the	GFP	channel	was	
processed	in	MorphoGraphX	[106]	as	follows:	1.	Brighten	Darken	(2.0).	2.	Gaussian	Blur	2x	(x,y,z	
sigma=1).	3.	Binarize	stack	(threshold	5000)	to	exclude	guard	cell	nuclei	(relatively	dim).	4.	
Gaussian	Blur	2x	(x,y,z	sigma=1).	5.	Hand	correct	stack:	import	PI	channel	and	use	Pixel	Editor	
tool	to	remove	trichome	nuclei	and	any	remaining	guard	cell	nuclei.	Nuclei	were	counted	using	
the	Costanza	plugin	in	FIJI	with	the	following	custom	settings:	Peak	Remover=10.0,	Background	
Extraction=40.0,	use	Extended	Neighborhood,	Mean	Filter=2.0,	Peak	Merger=	10.0.	
Misidentified	nuclei	(usually	a	single	nucleus	split	in	two)	were	identified	by	comparison	to	the	
original	image	and	corrected	for	in	the	cell	number	report.		
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Cell	file	counting	
A	horizontal	line	passing	through	the	midpoint	was	drawn	across	the	sepal.	The	number	of	cells	
intersecting	this	line	was	counted.	Three	replicates	were	performed	for	each	ploidy	level.		
	
Live	imaging	
Inflorescences	of	plants	expressing	the	plasma	membrane	markers	pLH13	(35S::mCitrine-
RC12A)	or	PM	d35s::mCherry	[107]	were	dissected	with	a	needle	to	expose	developing	flowers.	
Dissected	inflorescences	were	severed	and	taped	to	a	coverslip.	Cut	stems	were	embedded	in	
0.8%	agarose	containing	0.5X	Murashige	&	Skoog	media,	1%	sucrose,	0.25X	vitamin	mix,	and	1	
μL/mL	Plant	Preservative	Mixture	(PPM)	in	small	petri	dishes	[108].	Dissected	inflorescences	in	
plates	were	placed	upright	in	a	Percival	growth	chamber	(24h	light)	between	time	points.	
Flowers	were	imaged	at	24h	intervals	on	a	Zeiss	710	confocal	microscope,	20X	water	immersion	
objective	(numerical	aperture	=	1.0).	mCitrine	was	excited	with	a	514	nm	laser	and	emission	
was	collected	from	519-632	nm.	mCherry	was	excited	with	a	561	nm	laser	and	emission	was	
collected	from	578-649	nm.	Flowers	were	immersed	in	water	for	30	minutes	before	the	first	
time	point	and	for	5	minutes	before	each	subsequent	time	point.		
	
RNA-Seq		
Diploid,	tetraploid	and	octoploid	sepals	were	dissected	from	flowers	in	the	final	bud	stage	
(stage	12;	[109]),	and	immediately	frozen	in	liquid	nitrogen.	Three	biological	replicates	were	
collected	per	ploidy	level,	with	100-200	sepals	from	2-4	individuals	pooled	per	replicate.	All	
samples	were	collected	between	1pm	and	4pm	to	minimize	the	effects	of	diurnal	variation	in	
gene	expression.	
	
Total	nucleic	acids	were	extracted	using	a	custom	protocol	as	follows:	sepals	were	pulverized	in	
200	μL	GTC	Lysis	buffer	(Omega	Bio-Tek)	containing	4	μL	of	b-mercaptoethanol,	then	passed	
through	a	homogenizer	column	(Omega	Bio-Tek)	by	centrifugation	at	15,000	x	g.	The	
flowthrough	was	mixed	with	one	volume	of	100%	EtOH,	and	nucleic	acids	were	recovered	
following	the	Clean	&	Concentrator-5	protocol	(Zymo	Research)	beginning	at	step	3.	Nucleic	
acids	were	eluted	with	50	μL	of	nuclease-free	water.	The	resulting	total	nucleic	acids	were	split	
into	two	fractions,	and	one	was	treated	with	Turbo	DNase	(Invitrogen)	to	yield	purified	RNA	
following	the	manufacturer’s	instructions.	The	other	fraction	was	treated	with	RNase	cocktail	
enzyme	mix	(Invitrogen)	at	room	temperature	for	10	minutes	to	recover	purified	DNA.	RNA	and	
DNA	concentrations	and	yields	were	measured	using	Qubit	RNA	Broad	Range	and	DNA	High	
Sensitivity	assays	(Life	Technologies).		
	
Purified	RNA	was	spiked	with	External	RNA	Controls	Consortium	(ERCC)	Spike-in	Mix	1	(Ambion)	
in	proportion	to	the	DNA	to	RNA	ratio	obtained	from	Qubit	assays	as	follows.	The	ERCC	
recommends	adding	2	μL	of	a	1:100	dilution	of	ERCC	Mix	1	per	1	μg	of	total	RNA.	We	adjusted	
this	volume	based	on	the	amount	of	DNA	associated	with	1	μg	of	total	RNA	in	a	given	sample.	
The	ratio	of	DNA	to	total	RNA	was	0.0278	in	diploids,	0.0294	in	tetraploids,	and	0.0315	in	
octoploids,	and	the	average	of	all	three	ploidies	was	0.0296.	The	relative	amounts	of	DNA	per	
unit	of	RNA,	therefore,	were	0.941	(0.0278/0.0296),	0.995,	and	1.064	for	diploids,	tetraploids	
and	octoploids,	respectively.	Consequently,	we	spiked	in	the	following	volumes	of	a	1:100	
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dilution	of	ERCC	Mix	1	per	1	μg	of	total	RNA:	1.88	μL	(2	μL	x	0.941),	1.99	μL	(2	μL	x	0.995),	and	
2.13	μL	(2	μL	x	1.064)	for	diploids,	tetraploids	and	octoploids,	respectively.	Strand	specific	RNA-
Seq	libraries	were	made	from	spiked	RNA	using	the	NEBNextμLtra	Directional	RNA	library	kit	for	
Illumina	(New	England	Biolabs)	at	the	RNA	Sequencing	Core	in	the	College	of	Veterinary	
Medicine	at	Cornell	University.	All	nine	libraries	(three	ploidy	levels	x	three	biological	replicates)	
were	multiplexed	and	sequenced	on	an	Illumina	NextSeq	500	(75	nt	read	lengths).	
	
Raw	FASTQ	files	were	filtered	and	trimmed	to	removed	low	quality	and	adapter	sequences	
using	Trimmomatic	[110]	with	settings:	ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-SE.fa:2:30:10	LEADING:3	
TRAILING:3	SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15	MINLEN:36.,	Filtered	reads	were	aligned	to	the	Arabidopsis	
reference	sequence	(TAIR10)	or	to	the	ERCC	reference	using	HISAT2	[111].	Read	counts	per	
gene	were	tallied	using	HTSeq	[112].	Fold	changes	in	expression	between	ploidy	levels	and	
differentially	expressed	genes	were	identified	using	DESeq2	[113].	In	order	to	estimate	fold-
change	in	expression	per	genome	between	ploidy	levels,	ERCC	specific	size	factors	estimated	by	
DESeq2	were	used	to	normalize	DESeq2-based	analysis	of	Arabidopsis	read	counts.		
	
Plant	growth	conditions		
All	plants	were	grown	under	24h	light	conditions	at	22oC	in	Percival	growth	chambers.	All	seeds	
except	those	used	for	RNA-seq	were	sown	on	Lambert	Mix	LM-111	soil	and	cold-stratified	at	
4oC	for	3-5	days.	Seeds	used	for	RNAseq	(grown	at	Reed	College)	were	sown	on	Sunshine	Mix	
#4.	All	seeds	were	cold-stratified	at	4oC	for	3-5	days.	
	
Accessions	and	transgenes	
Columbia	(Col-0)	was	used	as	wild	type.		
lgo-2	(SALK_033905)	is	a	loss-of-function	allele	of	LOSS	OF	GIANT	CELLS	FROM	ORGANS	(LGO:	
AT3G10525)	containing	a	T-DNA	insertion.	Homozygous	ABRC	accession	CS69160.		
sim-1	lgo-2	was	obtained	by	crossing	lgo-2	to	sim-1	(CS23884),	a	recessive	EMS	allele	of	
SIAMESE	(SIM:	AT5G04470).	Plants	were	self-fertilized	twice	to	yield	a	double	
homozygous	mutant	in	the	F3	generation.	
LGO	OX	is	ML1::LGO	(pAR178)	[40,	41].		
Heterozygous	lines	in	the	LGO	dosage	series	were	generated	by	crossing	LGO	OX	or	lgo-2	[40]	to	
WT	Col.	Heterozygous	plants	were	identified	in	the	F1	generation.		
pAR180	is	ML1::H2B-mGFP	[37].	It	was	transformed	into	Col-0	by	Agrobacterium-mediated	
floral	dipping.	
pAR169/pAR229	was	created	by	crossing	Col-0	lines	containing	pAR169	(ML1::mCitrine-RCI2A)	
[37]	and	pAR229	(ML1::H2B-mTFP).		
pLH13	is	35S::mCitrine-RCI2a.		
crwn1	was	recovered	in	a	forward	genetic	screen	(unpublished).		
PM	d35s::mCherry	(pm-rk	CD3-1007)	is	localized	to	the	plasma	membrane	by	the	coding	region	
of	AtPIP2A	[107].	
	
Sequence	data	(FASTQ	files	from	RNA-Seq	experiments)	from	this	article	can	be	found	in	the	
National	Center	for	Biotechnology	Information	Sequence	Read	Archive	as	BioProject:	
PRJNA448456.	
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Supplemental	Figure	1.	Sepal	guard	cells	follow	an	alternative	scaling	rule.			
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A.	Measured	area	of	guard	cell	pairs	for	3	diploid,	3	tetraploid,	and	3	octoploid	sepals.	N=	472	cell	pairs	
(diploid),	459	cell	pairs	(tetraploid),	333	cell	pairs	(octoploid).	Bars	represent	SEM.	*,	significant	
difference	between	samples,	p<0.001,	unpaired	t-test.	★:	fold	change	differs	significantly	from	
doubling;	one-sample	t-test,	p<0.001.	B.	Average	number	of	guard	cell	pairs	per	sepal.	N=3	sepals.	Bars	
represent	SEM.	*	p<0.05,	unpaired	t-test.	
Supplemental	Figure	2.	Minimum	nuclear	size	increases	with	ploidy.	A.	Example	of	derivation	of	
minimum	nuclear	size	for	one	crwn1	replicate.	A	linear	regression	was	performed	for	cell	area	vs.	
nuclear	volume.	Minimum	nuclear	volume	is	the	Y-intercept	of	this	line	(red	arrow).	B.	Average	nuclear	
volume	(left)	vs.	minimum	nuclear	volume	(right)	for	diploid	crwn1	mutant	and	diploid,	tetraploid,	and	
octoploid	wild-type	sepal	pavement	cells.	Bars	indicate	SEM.	Data	are	averages	for	2	crwn1	sepals	and	3	
diploid,	tetraploid,	and	octoploid	sepals.	Number	of	cells	=	1351	(crwn1),	2126	(diploid),	1967	
(tetraploid),	1228	(octoploid).	
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3.	Expression	pattern	of	LOSS	OF	GIANT	CELLS	FROM	ORGANS	(LGO)	in	the	sepal	
Abstract	
	 Previous	work	in	the	Roeder	lab	has	shown	that	the	SIAMESE-related	CDK	inhibitor	LGO	(LOSS	
OF	GIANT	CELLS	FROM	ORGANS)	is	required	for	giant	cell	formation	in	the	sepal	epidermis	[1].	In	the	
sepal	abaxial	epidermis,	endoreduplicating	cells	with	ploidy	8C-32C	are	scattered	among	non-
endoreduplicated	cells	[1,2]	[Robinson	et	al.	in	preparation].	In	the	lgo-2	loss-of-function	mutant,	the	
proportion	of	cells	with	ploidy	8C-32C	decreases	dramatically--	fewer	cells	enter	endocycles	
[1,2][Robinson	et	al.	in	preparation].	As	a	CDK	inhibitor,	LGO	likely	acts	directly	in	enacting	the	switch	
from	the	mitotic	cell	cycle	to	the	endocycle	in	select	cells;	however,	the	regulatory	mechanisms	that	
localize	LGO	to	specific	cells	are	not	yet	known.	Here,	we	report	preliminary	imaging	of	two	reporters:	a	
translational	reporter	(pLGO::3X	Venus-LGO),	which	reports	protein	localization,	and	a	transcriptional	
reporter	(pLGO::3X	Venus	N7),	which	reports	activity	of	the	LGO	promoter.	We	combine	observations	of	
these	reporters	with	prior	knowledge	about	LGO	to	create	a	tentative	model	of	LGO	regulation.		
Introduction	
	 	 We	recently	showed	that	LGO’s	effect	on	endocycles	is	dosage-dependent	[Robinson	et	al.	in	
preparation].	We	compared	sepals	that	were	heterozygous	vs.	homozygous	for	the	LGO	overexpression	
construct	ML1::LGO.	The	ML1	promoter	drives	LGO	expression	in	all	epidermal	cells,	and	thus	both	the	
heterozygous	and	homozygous	lines	likely	have	LGO	expressed	in	every	epidermal	cell:	however,	we	
found	that	significantly	more	cells	had	ploidy	≥8C	in	the	homozygous	lines.	Cells	in	these	sepals	
presumably	receive	a	higher	dosage	of	LGO	because	they	have	two	copies	of	the	overexpression	
construct,	and	this	dosage	increase	means	that	more	cells	exceed	a	LGO	threshold	and	enter	endocycles.	
LGO’s	induction	of	endocycles	is	thus	not	based	on	binary	presence	or	absence,	but	is	instead	affected	
by	concentration:	this	suggests	a	threshold-based	mechanism	for	regulation	of	endoreduplication	by	
LGO	[Robinson	et	al.	in	preparation].		
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	 	 These	observations	mirror	reports	regarding	the	transcription	factor	MERISTEM	LAYER	1	(AtML1).	
AtML1	also	affects	the	entry	into	endocycles	in	a	dosage-dependent	manner	[3].	AtML1	expression	
patterns	the	entry	into	endocycles	via	a	threshold-based	mechanism:	the	protein	is	expressed	in	all	cells	
in	the	developing	sepal,	but	endocycles	occur	only	in	cells	that	surpass	a	threshold	level	of	AtML1	in	G2	
phase	of	the	cell	cycle.	Fluctuations	in	AtML1	expression,	which	appear	to	be	stochastic,	create	the	
scattered	pattern	of	endopolyploid	cells	[3].	LGO	is	genetically	downstream	of	AtML1	[2,3].	Meyer	et	al.	
[3]	speculate	that	expression	of	ATML1,	a	transcription	factor,	directly	or	indirectly	controls	LGO	
expression	to	enact	the	entry	into	endocycles.		
	 	 Here,	we	visualize	patterns	of	LGO	promoter	expression	and	protein	localization	in	developing	
sepals.	We	predict	that	LGO	protein	should	be	expressed	in	cells	prior	to	their	entry	into	endocycles	and	
should	be	absent	or	at	lower	concentration	in	cells	that	do	not	enter	endocycles.	We	hope	that	
comparing	the	patterns	of	LGO	transcription	and	translation	gives	insight	into	whether	regulation	occurs	
primarily	at	the	transcriptional	or	the	translational	level.		
A	LGO	protein	reporter	has	dim,	scattered	expression		
	 	 The	LGO	translational	reporter	pAR270	(pLGO::3X	Venus-LGO)	was	transformed	into	the	lgo-2	
mutant	background.	We	selected	F3	lines	with	“rescue”	phenotypes;	sepals	in	these	lines	had	a	number	
of	giant	cells	similar	to	that	in	wild	type.	Careful	selection	was	necessary	because	LGO’s	effect	is	dosage-
dependent	[Robinson	et	al.	in	preparation]:	different	transgene	insertion	events	have	slightly	different	
levels	of	LGO	expression,	so	some	lines	have	more	or	fewer	giant	cells	than	WT.	
	 	 We	identified	two	discrete	expression	patterns	for	LGO	in	the	developing	sepal--	early	and	late.	
Both	are	exclusively	nuclear.	Early	expression	(in	young	sepals)	occurs	in	scattered	cells,	consistent	with	
variable	entry	into	endocycles	in	the	sepal	epidermis	(Figure	1A-C).	This	signal	appears	primarily	in	larger	
cells,	consistent	with	LGO’s	role	in	promoting	endoreduplication.	This	signal	is	very	dim.	LGO	expression	
was	not	detected	in	mature	sepals	(Figure	1D).	A	late	expression	pattern,	observed	in	older	(but	not	
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mature)	sepals	and	mature	petals,	is	much	brighter	and	is	present	in	every	nucleus	(Figure	1E-G).	These	
tissues	have	ceased	cell	division,	so	LGO	expression	is	unlikely	to	relate	to	endocycling	at	this	stage.	
Expression	includes	the	smallest	nuclei,	which	are	likely	non-endoreduplicated	(Figure	1F,G).	This	late	
expression	pattern	suggests	that	LGO	might	play	a	second	role	later	in	development—it	first	induces	
scattered	cells	to	enter	endocycles,	and	later	performs	a	second	function	that	might	relate	to	SIAMESE-
related	genes’	previously	reported	roles	in	defense	or	in	drought	response	[4,5,6,7].	
[4,5,6].
	
Figure	1.	Expression	of	pAR270	(LGO::3X	Venus-LGO;	green),	a	translational	reporter	for	LGO,	in	sepals	stained	with	
PI	(gray)	and	in	unstained	petals.	A.,B.	Scattered,	dim	expression	in	young	sepals.	C.	Magnified	view	of	B.	(blue	
box).	Cells	without	clear	LGO	expression	in	the	nucleus	are	marked	with	a	red	X.	D.	Absence	of	expression	in	a	
mature	sepal.	Laser	intensity	was	10-14%	for	panels	A-D.	E.	Broad,	bright	LGO	expression	in	a	mature	petal.	F.	
Magnified	view	of	E.	showing	LGO	expression	in	small	(likely	2C)	cells.	G.	Broad,	bright	LGO	expression	in	an	older	
sepal.	Laser	intensity	was	2-3%	for	panels	E-G.	Scale	bar	50um	on	A,	B,	C,	F	and	G,	200um	on	D	and	E.	
	
A	reporter	for	LGO	promoter	activity	is	broadly	expressed		
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A	reporter	for	LGO	promoter	expression	(pDR67;	pLGO-3X	Venus	N7)	is	broadly	expressed	in	all	
epidermal	cells	in	young	sepal	pavement	cells	(Figure	2A-C)	and	in	trichomes	(Figure	2C,	arrows).	
Expression	is	maintained	in	mature	sepals	(Figure	2D),	and	expression	in	underlying	cell	layers	is	
apparent	from	the	appearance	of	multiple	nuclei	underlying	a	single	epidermal	cell	(Figure	2E,	arrows).	
This	contrasts	with	the	dim	and	scattered	expression	of	the	protein	reporter,	suggesting	that	regulation	
of	LGO	expression	is	primarily	post-transcriptional:	LGO	is	transcribed	in	all	cells,	but	the	protein	may	
not	be	translated	in	all	cells	or	may	be	rapidly	degraded	after	translation.		
	
Figure	2.	Expression	of	pDR67	(LGO::3X	Venus	N7;	green),	a	nuclear-localized	reporter	for	LGO	promoter	activity,	in	
sepals	stained	with	PI	(gray).	A.	and	B.	Broad,	bright	expression	in	young	sepals.	C.:	Expression	in	trichomes	
(arrows).	D.	Broad	expression	in	a	mature	sepal.	E.	Magnified	view	D.	showing	construct	expression	in	all	
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epidermal	cells	and	in	underlying	cell	layers	(red	arrow	indicates	probable	nucleus	of	epidermal	cell;	blue	arrows	
indicate	probable	underlying	mesophyll	nuclei).			Scale	bar	50um	on	A,	B,	C,	and	E,	200um	on	D.	
	
Model	for	regulation	of	LGO	expression	
The	above	data	suggest	a	model	for	the	regulation	of	LGO	expression	(Figure	3).	LGO	is	
transcribed	in	every	epidermal	cell	in	the	young	sepal	(Figure	3A).	An	unknown	mechanism,	likely	
downstream	of	stochastic	ATML1	fluctuations,	then	directs	post-transcriptional	regulation	of	LGO	such	
that	LGO	is	present	only	in	scattered	cells	(Figure	3B).	LGO	has	been	shown	to	be	degraded	by	the	26S	
proteasome	[6].	Cells	with	LGO	dosage	above	a	threshold	endoreduplicate,	whereas	cells	with	LGO	
dosage	below	this	threshold	divide	mitotically	(Figure	3C).		
	
	
Figure	3.	Theoretical	model	for	regulation	of	LGO	expression.	A.	LGO	is	transcribed	in	every	cell	(pink:	LGO	
transcription).	B.	Post-transcriptional	regulation	limits	protein	expression	to	a	subset	of	cells	(pink:	relatively	high	
LGO	abundance;	gray:	absence	or	low	level	of	LGO).	Below:	degradation	of	LGO	by	the	proteasome	(one	possible	
method	of	post-transcriptional	regulation).		C.	cells	divide	or	endoreduplicate	based	on	LGO	dosage.	
	
Suggestions	for	future	work	
	 	 Our	data	indicate	that	post-transcriptional	regulation	of	LGO	limits	LGO	to	a	subset	of	cells:	
transcription	is	broad	in	the	epidermis,	whereas	the	protein	is	present	only	in	scattered	cells	at	low	
abundance.	This	correlates	well	with	the	interspersed	pattern	of	ploidy	levels	observed	in	the	epidermis.	
LGO	is	genetically	downstream	of	the	transcription	factor	ATML1,	and	stochastic	fluctuations	of	ATML1	
in	the	young	sepal	predict	cells’	entry	into	endocycles	[3]:	it	thus	seems	reasonable	that	ATML1	
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fluctuations	should	pattern	LGO	expression.	Our	data	suggest	that	this	control	may	not	be	at	the	level	of	
LGO	transcription,	as	this	pattern	is	broad	rather	than	scattered.	ATML1’s	control	of	LGO	may	be	
indirect--	ATML1	might	control	transcription	of	a	factor	that	directs	post-transcriptional	regulation	of	
LGO.	The	mechanism	by	which	LGO	is	post-transcriptionally	regulated	in	developing	sepals	is	also	
unknown.	If	LGO	is	degraded	by	the	proteasome	in	young	sepals,	this	could	be	confirmed	by	treatment	
with	a	proteasome	inhibitor	such	as	MG132:	MG132	treatment	should	cause	LGO	to	accumulate	in	cells.		
Live	imaging	of	the	LGO	translational	reporter	(pAR270)	might	help	to	reveal	whether	and	how	
LGO	expression	correlates	to	individual	cells’	entry	into	endocycles.	Do	cells	that	express	LGO	always	
enter	endocycles,	or	must	a	threshold	be	reached,	as	with	ATML1	[3]?	Do	cells	without	LGO	ever	
endoreduplicate?	Imaging	of	this	reporter,	however,	is	complicated	by	the	dimness	of	the	LGO	signal:	
the	laser	intensity	currently	used	to	image	the	construct	is	likely	to	photodamage	plant	tissues	and	
negatively	affect	growth.	These	investigations	might	be	complemented	by	imaging	a	tagged	LGO	
overexpression	construct	(pML1::3X	Venus-LGO):	because	this	construct	is	overexpressed,	its	signal	is	
brighter	and	is	present	in	more	cells.	
Materials	and	methods	
Plant	materials:	
pDR67	is	LGO::3X	Venus-N7.	It	was	created	by	LR	recombination	of	pAR334	(3X	Venus	N7	in	the	pENTR	D	
TOPO	vector)	into	pAR242	(pMLBART	vector	with	LGO	promoter	and	terminator	flanking	the	gateway	
site).	It	was	transformed	into	WT	Col	by	Agrobacterium-mediated	floral	dipping,	and	successful	
transformants	were	selected	with	BASTA.		
pAR270	is	LGO::3X	Venus-LGO.	It	was	transformed	into	lgo-2	by	Agrobacterium-mediated	floral	dipping.	
F3	plants	were	selected	for	rescue	phenotype	(WT-like	number	of	giant	cells)	by	PI	staining	and	
epifluorescence	imaging	(Zeiss	710	confocal	microscope,	mCherry	setting).		
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lgo-2	(SALK_033905)	is	a	loss-of-function	allele	of	LOSS	OF	GIANT	CELLS	FROM	ORGANS	
(LGO:AT3G10525)	containing	a	T-DNA	insertion.	Homozygous	ABRC	accession	CS69160.		
	
Imaging:	
Sepals	were	stained	with	2%	PI	in	H2O	for	15	min	and	imaged	at	10x	or	20X	(water	dipping	lens;	NA	=	
1.0)	on	a	Zeiss	710	confocal	laser	scanning	microscope.	Samples	were	excited	with	a	514	nm	laser.	
Venus	emission	was	collected	at	519-564	nm	and	PI	emission	was	collected	at	599-649	nm.			
Funding	
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4.	Survey	of	diversity	in	sepal	endopolyploidy	in	Brassicaceae	
Abstract	
	 Arabidopsis	sepal	pavement	cells	vary	in	ploidy	from	2C	to	32C	[1],[Robinson	et	al.	in	
preparation].	An	individual	cell’s	entry	into	endocycles	is	stochastic,	and	the	position	of	the	largest	cells	
varies	from	sepal	to	sepal;	however,	the	proportion	of	cells	at	each	ploidy	level	remains	relatively	
constant	across	sepals	[1-3].	This	proportion	is	important	in	controlling	sepal	curvature:	sepals	with	too	
many	giant	cells	curve	outward,	whereas	sepals	with	too	few	giant	cells	curve	inward	[2].	Here,	we	
survey	several	species	in	Brassicaceae	to	investigate	whether	cell	size	is	patterned	similarly	and	thus	
whether	this	mechanism	of	curvature	control	is	likely	to	be	conserved.	We	also	investigate	the	presence	
or	absence	of	LGO,	a	gene	involved	in	the	entry	into	endocycles	in	Arabidopsis,	in	diverse	Brassicaceae	
genomes.		
Introduction	
Cell	size	has	previously	been	shown	to	play	a	mechanical	role	in	organ	curvature	control.	In	
many	monocots,	large,	endoreduplicated	bulliform	cells	control	leaf	curvature	[4].	These	cells	are	found	
on	the	adaxial	(upper)	leaf	surface	and	deflate	under	water	stress,	causing	leaves	to	roll	up	[5,6,7].	There	
is	no	evidence	that	Arabidopsis	pavement	cells	change	turgor	during	development,	but	they	may	
nevertheless	play	a	similar	mechanical	role	in	controlling	sepal	shape.	Changes	to	curvature	during	
anthesis	may	arise	from	subtle	differences	in	growth:	anthesis	(flower	opening)	is	often	regulated	by	cell	
expansion,	and	curvature	changes	can	result	from	differential	growth	of	the	abaxial	vs.	adaxial	organ	
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faces	[8].	In	A.	thaliana,	more	endopolyploid	cells	occur	on	the	abaxial	face,	creating	an	asymmetry	that	
might	impact	growth.	
Results:	Cell	size	patterning	differs	among	species	in	Brassicaceae	
The	abaxial	epidermis	of	wild-type	Arabidopsis	sepals	has	an	interspersed	pattern	of	small	and	
larger	cells	(Figure	1B).	Sepals	overexpressing	LGO	(pATML1::LGO)	have	an	increased	proportion	of	large	
cells	(Figure	1A),	while	sepals	mutant	for	LGO	(lgo-2)	have	only	small	cells	(Figure	1C).	We	imaged	
mature	sepals	from	four	other	species	in	Brassicaceae:	Cardamine	hirsuta,	Schrenkiella	parvula,	
Sisymbrium	irio,	and	Brassica	rapa.	We	found	considerable	diversity	in	sepal	cell	size	patterning	among	
these	four	species.	In	Cardamine	hirsuta,	the	sepal	epidermis	is	composed	mainly	of	large	cells	(Figure	
1D)	and	resembles	the	LGO	overexpression	phenotype	in	Arabidopsis.	Cells	in	Schrenkiella	parvula	vary	
from	small	to	large,	like	WT	Arabidopsis,	but	cell	borders	are	crenated	rather	than	straight	(Figure	1E).	
Sisymbrium	irio	also	shows	a	range	of	cell	sizes	with	moderately	crenated	cell	borders.	Large	cells	are	
concentrated	near	the	sepal	midrib	(Figure	1F).	Brassica	rapa	has	only	small	cells	of	homogeneous	size	
(Figure	1G),	much	like	the	Arabidopsis	lgo-2	mutant.	Two	other	species	in	the	genus	Brassica,	B.	rapa	
and	B.	napus,	showed	a	similar	phenotype	(data	not	shown).		
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Figure	1.	SEM	images	of	pavement	cells	in	the	abaxial	sepal	epidermis	of	species	in	Brassicaceae.	A.	Epidermis-
specific	overexpression	of	LGO	in	A.	thaliana	(pATML1::LGO)	increases	the	proportion	of	large	cells.	B.	Wild-type	A.	
thaliana	has	scattered	large	and	small	cells	C.	The	A.	thaliana	lgo-2	mutant	has	only	small	cells.	D.	Cardamine	
hirsuta	has	many	large,	elongated	cells.	E.	Schrenkiella	parvula	has	scattered	large	and	small	cells	with	crenated	
borders.	F.	Sisymbrium	irio	has	scattered	large	and	small	cells.	G.	Brassica	rapa	has	small	cells	with	little	variation	
in	size.		
Species	in	Brassicaceae	differ	in	sepal	curvature	at	anthesis	
	 In	Arabidopsis,	mutants	that	alter	the	relative	proportion	of	small	and	large	cells	(lgo-2,	
pATML1::LGO)	cause	changes	in	sepal	curvature.	We	found	that	cell	size	distributions	in	Brassicaceae	
species	resembled	these	Arabidopsis	mutant	phenotypes:	we	were	therefore	interested	in	determining	
whether	these	differences	correlated	with	differences	in	sepal	curvature.	To	assess	curvature,	we	
photographed	flowers	at	consecutive	stages	of	anthesis	(Figure	2).	We	observed	that	species	with	large	
pavement	cells	appear	to	flatten	along	the	longitudinal	axis	as	the	petals	emerge	(Figure	2A,	B).	In	
contrast,	species	lacking	giant	cells	did	not	modulate	curvature	along	the	longitudinal	axis	during	
anthesis.	Additionally,	we	observed	a	difference	in	final	sepal	position	in	species	lacking	giant	cells:	in	
Brassica	species,	the	sepal	bends	backward	from	the	base	to	become	nearly	perpendicular	to	the	stem.	
This	may	represent	an	alternative	strategy	to	prevent	sepal	interaction	with	petals	after	anthesis.		
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Figure	2.	Representative	anthesis	series	from	three	species.	A.	Cardamine	hirsuta	(many	large	cells).	B.	Arabidopsis	
lyrata	(some	large	cells).	C.	Brassica	napus	(only	small	cells).		
	
To	better	understand	the	“final	sepal	position”	parameter,	I	quantified	sepal	angle	for	several	
species	at	full	anthesis:	sepal	angle	was	defined	as	the	angle	made	by	a	line	passing	through	the	tip	and	
base	of	the	sepal	to	a	line	through	the	pedicel.	I	found	that	a	range	of	angles	from	2.5o	(Matthiola	
longipetala)	to	81.1o	(Brassica	rapa)	occurs	(Figure	3):	these	measurements	are	preliminary	(only	single	
flowers),	but	they	indicate	that	substantial	variation	in	this	parameter	exists	across	species.		
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Figure	3.	Sepal	angle	to	pedicel	at	full	anthesis	in	nine	species	in	Brassicaceae.	Sepal	angle	was	measured	as	the	
angle	between	a	line	intersecting	the	tip	and	base	of	the	sepal	and	a	line	drawn	along	the	pedicel.		
	
LGO	and	giant	cell	specification	
	 The	SIAMESE-related	CDK	inhibitor	LGO	is	required	for	giant	cell	differentiation	in	Arabidopsis	
sepal	pavement	cells	[1,	2].	If	pavement	cell	endoreduplication	in	other	species	is	patterned	by	a	
common	mechanism,	then	LGO	may	also	play	a	role	in	these	tissues.	We	confirmed	that	LGO	homologs	
are	present	in	the	species	of	interest:	the	Arabidopsis	LGO	genomic	sequence	was	BLASTed	against	the	
genome	sequences	of	Arabidopsis	lyrata,	Boechera	stricta,	Brassica	rapa,	Capsella	rubella,	and	Eutrema	
salsugineum	in	Phytozome,	and	in	each	case	a	region	with	strong	identity	(82-95%)	to	the	sequence	was	
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identified.	Two	such	regions	were	identified	in	Brassica	rapa,	which	underwent	an	ancient	genome	
triplication	event	[9].	The	nearest	upstream	gene	of	LGO	and	all	putative	homologs	is	a	WD40	repeat-
like	superfamily	protein;	all	homologs	except	for	one	of	the	B.	rapa	paralogs	are	upstream	of	a	gene	
annotated	as	“leghemoglobin-related”.	This	synteny	is	evidence	that	these	genes	are	homologous	to	
LGO	and	not	another	protein	in	the	SIAMESE-related	(SMR)	family.	Alignment	of	the	protein	sequence	of	
homologs	revealed	especially	strong	conservation	in	SMR	family	motifs	identified	by	Churchman	et	al.,	
including	a	potential	cyclin-binding	(zRxL)	motif	[10]	(Figure	4).		
	
Figure	4.	Clustal-W	alignment	of	protein	sequences	from	A.	thaliana,	A.	lyrata,	B.	stricta,	C.	rubella,	E.	salsugineum,	
and	B.	rapa	(two	paralogs).	Sequence	conservation	is	especially	strong	in	putative	SMR	family	motifs	(blue	boxes)	
identified	by	Churchman	et	al.	[10].		
	
Conclusions	and	suggestions	for	future	work	
	 We	observed	that	sepal	cell	size	patterning	and	sepal	curvature	at	anthesis	differ	among	species	
in	Brassicaceae,	and	we	tentatively	describe	two	models	for	sepal	behavior	at	anthesis:	sepals	with	
diverse	pavement	cell	sizes	modulate	their	curvature	during	anthesis	(e.g.	Arabidopsis	thaliana,	
Arabidopsis	lyrata,	Cardamine	hirsuta),	whereas	sepals	with	homogenous	cell	size	bend	away	from	the	
petals	(e.g.	Brassica	rapa).	This	correlation	could	be	strengthened	with	SEM	observation	of	cell	size	and	
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careful	analysis	of	sepal	curvature	in	a	wider	range	of	species;	however,	a	true	test	of	the	role	of	cell	size	
in	sepal	curvature	in	these	species	would	require	a	genetic	approach.	If	large	cells	in	other	species	are	
endoreduplicated,	it’s	likely	that	at	least	one	CDK	inhibitor	acts	in	their	differentiation,	and	all	genomes	
surveyed	contain	a	region	homologous	to	LGO.	Misexpression	of	this	locus,	either	by	mutation	or	
overexpression,	is	likely	to	alter	the	proportion	of	endopolyploid	cells	in	the	sepal.	We	could	then	test	
whether	these	changes	in	cell	size	correlate	with	changes	to	sepal	curvature.	This	depends	on	the	
development	of	transgenic	tools	for	several	species.	
Materials	and	methods	
Plant	materials:	
lgo-2	(SALK_033905)	is	a	loss-of-function	allele	of	LOSS	OF	GIANT	CELLS	FROM	ORGANS	
(LGO:AT3G10525)	containing	a	T-DNA	insertion.	Homozygous	ABRC	accession	CS69160.	
LGO	OX	is	pATML1::LGO	(pAR178)	[2,	11].	
Lepidium	sativum	(PI	633257)	and	Matthiola	longipetala	subsp.	bicornis	(PI	650274)	were	obtained	from	
the	USDA	National	Plant	Germplasm	System	(NPGS).		
The	following	lines	were	obtained	from	the	ABRC	stock	center:	
Schrenkiella	parvula	(Thellungiella	parvula)	(CS22663).	
Sisymbrium	irio	(CS22563).	
Brassica	rapa	(CS29001).		
Arabidopsis	lyrata	subsp.	lyrata		(CS22696).	
Brassica	napus	and	Brassica	juncea	seeds	were	obtained	from	Martin	Yanofsky	and	Sherry	Kempin.	
Cardamine	hirsuta	seeds	were	obtained	from	Miltos	Tsiantis.		
Photography	
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Flowers	were	photographed	against	a	black	background	with	a	Canon	Powershot	A640	camera	mounted	
on	a	Stemi	2000	dissecting	microscope.	Sepal	angle	was	measured	using	the	“angle”	tool	in	ImageJ	to	
measure	the	angle	formed	by	a	line	passing	through	the	base	and	tip	of	the	sepal	to	the	pedicel.	
Scanning	electron	microscopy	
SEM	was	performed	as	described	in	[1,	3].	Mature	sepals	were	dissected,	fixed	in	FAA	overnight,	and	
dehydrated	using	an	ethanol	series.	Sepals	were	then	infiltrated	with	liquid	CO2,	critical	point	dried,	and	
sputter-coated	with	platinum	palladium.	Sepals	were	imaged	on	a	LEICA	440	scanning	electron	
microscope.	
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5.	Concluding	remarks	
	
Size	is	an	important	property	at	all	scales	of	biology.	J.B.S.	Haldane	remarks	on	the	importance	
of	size	at	the	organ	and	organism	level:	organ	size	is	precisely	calibrated	to	serve	a	particular	biological	
function	[1].	This	is	the	case	in	the	Arabidopsis	flower:	all	four	sepals	must	have	correct	and	similar	sizes	
to	effectively	enclose	and	protect	the	developing	floral	organs.	At	the	cell	level,	size	is	equally	important:	
morphogenesis	requires	the	generation	of	cells	of	multiple	types	(e.g.	guard	cells),	each	of	which	have	a	
characteristic	size	and	shape.	Homeostasis	mechanisms	are	known	to	robustly	constrain	variation	at	set	
cell	sizes	[2],	however,	the	mechanisms	that	regulate	cell	size	and	organ	size	are	not	yet	fully	
understood.	Here,	we	investigate	a	property	that	increases	size	at	the	subcellular,	cellular,	organ,	and	
organism	levels:	ploidy.		
Ploidy	refers	to	the	number	of	sets	of	chromosomes	contained	in	an	individual	nucleus.	The	
archetypal	plant	cell	is	diploid	(2C,	or	two	copies	of	the	genome);	however,	ploidy	in	plant	cells	is	
remarkably	labile,	and	cells	of	many	different	ploidy	levels	are	observed	in	nature.	In	individual	cells,	
endoreduplication	amplifies	ploidy,	and	this	increase	in	ploidy	has	a	strong	positive	correlation	with	cell	
size	[3].	Endoreduplication	can	thus	be	considered	a	tool	to	increase	cell	size	in	development:	it	supports	
the	generation	of	large	cells.	In	Arabidopsis,	characteristically	endopolyploid	cells	include	trichomes	
(large,	hairlike	cells	that	protect	the	leaf	surface)	[4]	and	giant	cells	(elongated	pavement	cells	that	
control	curvature	in	the	sepal)	[5,	6].	Our	first	study	describes	the	mechanisms	by	which	these	cell	types	
are	patterned,	and	our	fourth	study	further	develops	our	understanding	of	how	endopolyploid	sepal	
cells	are	patterned.	
		In	whole	plants	and	plant	lineages,	ploidy	can	be	increased	by	whole-genome	multiplication	
(WGM).	Unlike	endopolyploidy,	WGM	is	not	developmentally	programmed;	it	occurs	when	gametes	
with	more	than	one	copy	of	the	genome,	often	the	result	of	a	meiotic	error,	fuse	to	form	a	zygote	[7].	
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This	zygote	undergoes	all	cell	divisions	with	additional	copies	of	the	genome,	creating	an	organism	that	
is	polyploid	in	every	cell.	In	our	second	study,	we	investigate	WGM	Arabidopsis	lineages	that	are	diploid,	
tetraploid,	and	octoploid	in	every	cell.		
That	ploidy	change	affects	size	has	long	been	known	[8];	however,	it	is	not	well	understood	how	
a	change	in	genome	copy	number	is	propagated	to	nuclear	size,	cell	size,	and	organ	size.	Scaling	
relationships	have	been	described	at	each	step	in	this	series—most	notably,	the	relationship	between	
nuclear	size	and	cell	size	(KR)	has	been	measured	in	many	species	and	cell	types	[9-12].	However,	few	
studies	have	directly	integrated	cell-level	with	organ-level	behavior,	either	because	they	deal	with	
single-celled	organisms	or	because	organ	sizes	are	prohibitively	large.	Here,	we	take	advantage	of	the	
small	size	of	the	Arabidopsis	sepal	to	directly	measure	nuclear	size,	cell	size,	cell	number,	and	organ	size	
for	all	cells	in	a	tissue.	This	allows	us	to	track	the	effects	of	ploidy	across	biological	scales,	giving	a	clearer	
picture	of	how	higher-order	size	changes	arise.			
We	observed	that	both	nuclear	volume	and	cell	size	increase	with	ploidy;	however,	we	
demonstrated	that	cell	size	is	not	scaled	to	nuclear	size.	This	leaves	open	the	question	of	how,	
mechanistically,	ploidy	change	affects	cell	size.	We	also	observed	that	organ	size	shows	a	partially	
compensated	response	to	WGM	ploidy	change:	average	cell	area	increases,	but	total	cell	number	
decreases	late	in	development	and	moderates	the	effect	of	ploidy	on	organ	size	change.	This	may	
indicate	the	presence	of	an	organ-level	mechanism	of	size	control	[13,	14].	Our	results	lead	us	to	
speculate	that	ploidy	is	an	element	of	size	homeostasis	in	plant	cells:	cells	must	both	be	consistent	in	
their	size	and	generate	the	wide	range	of	sizes	observed	in	development.	We	further	postulate	the	
existence	of	a	mechanism	for	sensing	cell	ploidy,	perhaps	analogous	to	sex	chromosome-counting	
mechanisms	in	insects	and	nematodes	[15,	16]:	this	ploidy	perception	could	elicit	appropriate	cell	size	
scaling	responses	in	cells	at	different	ploidy	levels,	and	would	also	allow	cells	of	different	types	to	
calibrate	size	and	gene	expression	responses	to	ploidy	[17].	
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